
CHAPTER III. 

THE ·DEVELOPJIENT OF THE .AfODERN STEAM-ENGINE. 
JAAIES WA1'T A1VD HIS OONTEJIPORARIES. 

THE wol'ld is now entering upon the Mechanical Epoch. There is noth
ing in the future n1ore sure than the great tl'iu1nphs which thn.t epoch is to 
achieve. It has ah·eady u<Jvanced to some glorious conquests. '\Vhat 111ira
cle� of invention now crowd upon us I Look ab1·oad, and contemplate the 
infinite achieve1nents of the steam-power. 

And· yet we have only begun-we are but on tho threshold of this 
epoch.... What is it but ·the setting of the great distinctive seal upon the 
nineteenth century ?-an advertisement of the fact that society .hns risen to 
occupy a higher platfor1n than ever before ?-a proclamation f1·01n the high 
places, announcing honor, honor imn1ortal, to the �vorlunen who fill this 
world with beauty, comfort, and power-honor to he forever embahned in 
history, to be pet·petuated in monuments, to be written in the hearts of this 
and succeeding generations !-KENNEDY. 

SECTION I.-JA?rlES w.A.TT AND HIS INVENTIONS. 
\ .• 

THE success of the N ewcomen engine naturally attracted 
the attention of mechanics, and of scientific men as well, to 
the p9ssibility of making other applications of steam-power. 

The best men of the time gave much attention to tl1e 
subject, but, until ·James Watt began the work that has 
made him famous, nothing more ,vas done than to improve 
the proportions and slightly alter the details of the Ne,vco
men and Calley engine, even by such skillful engineers as 
Brindley and Smeaton. · Of the personal history of the 
earlie1� inventors and improvers of the steam-engine, very 
little is ascertained ; · but that of Watt has becon1e well 
known; 

' 
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JA:a1Es vVATT ,vas of an humble lineage, and ,vas born 
at Greenock, then a little Scotch fishing village, but now 
a consider�ble and a busy to,vn, which annually launches 

James Watt. 

upon the waters of the Clyde a fleet of steamships ,vhose 
engines are probably, in the aggTegate, far more po,verful • 
than were all the engines in the ,vorld at the date of vV att's 
birth, January 19, 1736. II is grandfather, Thomas Watt, 
of Cra,vfordsdyke, near Greenock, ,vas· a well-known math
ematician about the year 1700, and ,v.as £ or many years a 
schoolmaster at that place. 1-Iis fat her was a prominent 
citizen of Greenock, and ,vas at various times chief magis
trate and treasurer of the to,vn. James vVatt ,vas a bright 
boy, but exceedingly delicate in health, and quite unable to 
attend school regularly, or to apply himself closely to either 
study or play. His early education ,vas given by his JJar
ents, ,vho ,,rere respectable and intelligent people, and the 
tools borro,ved fro1n his father's carpenter-benchn· served at 

' 
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once to amuse him and to give him a dexterity and famil
iarity ,vith · their use that must undottbtedly have been of 
inestimable value to him in after-life, 
..l\'I. Arago, the eminent French philosopher, ,vho wrote 
one of the earliest and most interesting biographies of 
vVatt,- relates anecdotes of him ,vhich, if correct, illustrate 

, well his thoughtfulness and his intelligence, as ,vell as the 
mechanical bent of the boy's mind. He is said, at the age 
of six years, to have occupied himself during leisure hours 
with the solution of geometrical -problems ; and Arago dis-_ 
covers, in a story in wh).cl1 lie is described as experimenting 
,vith the tea-kettle,1 his earliest -investigations of tl1e nature 
and properties of steam. . 

'1Vhen finally sent to the village school, his ill health 
p1·evented his making rapid ·progress ; and it. ,vas only 
,vhen thirteen or fourteen years of age that he began to 

· .show tl1at he ,vas capable of taking the lead in his class, and 
to exhibit 1iis ability. in the study, particularly, of mathe
matics. His spare _time was principally spent in sketching 
with his pencil, in carving, and in working at the bench, 
both in wood and metal. He made many ingenious pieces 
of mechanism, and some be3:utiful models. His favorite 
work seemed to be the repairing of nautical in�truments, 
Among other pieces of apparatus made by the boy was 
a very fine ba1Tel-organ. In. boyhood, as. in after-life, he 
,vas · -a diligent i·eader, and seemed to fi_nd something to in
te1·est him in every book that came into his hands. · At the age _of eighteen, Watt was sent to .Glasgow, tl1ere . 
to. reside ·,vith his mother's rel�tives, and to learn the trade 
of a mathematical-instrument maker. The mechanic ,vith 
,vhom he ,vas placed ,vas soon found, too indolent, or ,vas 
oth_er,vise incapable of giving much aicl in the project, and 
Dr. Dick, of the University of Glasgo,v, ivith ,vhom Watt 
became acquainted, advised him to go to London. 1\.ccord-

· 1 The sa1ne story is told of Savery and of \Vorccstcr. 
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ingly, he set out in June, 1755, 
. 
for the metropolis, where, on 

. 

his arrival, he arranged with Mr. John Morgan, in Cornhill, 
to work � year at his chosen business, receiving as compen- -
sation 20 guineas. At the end of the year he was compelled, 
by serious ill-health, t9 return home. 

Having become restored to heaith, he went again to 
Glasgow in 1756, with the intention of pursuing his calling 
there. But, not being the son of a burgess, and not having 
served bis apprenticeship in the town, he was-forbidden by 
the guilds, ·or trades-unions, to open a .shop in Glasgow.· 
Dr. Dick came to his aid, and employed him to 1·epair some 
apparatus which· had been bequeathed to the college. He 

/ was finally allo,ved the use of three rooms in the University 
building, its authorities not being under the municipal rule. 
He remained here until 1760, when,· the trades no longer 
objecting, he took a shop in the city ; and in 1761 moved 
again, into a shop on the north side of the Trongate, ,vhere 
he earned a scanty living without molestation, and still 
kept up his connection with the college. He did some 1Vork 
as a civil engineer in the neighborhood of · Glasgo,v, but 
soon gave up all other employment, and devoted himself 
entirely to mechanics. 

He spent much of his leisure time-of which he bad, at . 
first, :111ore than was desirable�in making philosophical ex
periments and' in the manuf actu1·e of musical instruments, 
in making himself familiar with the sciences, and in devis
ing improvements in the construction of organs. In 01:der 
to pursue his researches more satisfactorily, he studied Ger
man and Italian, and read Smith's "Harmonics," that he 
might become familiar with the principles of construction of 
n1usical instrume�ts. His 1·eading ,vas still very desultory ; 
but the introduction of the N ewco1nen engine in the neigh
borhood · of Glasgo,v, and the presence of a model in the 
college collections, which "'as placed in his hands, in 1763, 

for repair, led him to study the history of the steam-en
gine, and to conduct for himself an experimental research 
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into the properties of steam, with a set of improvised appa-· 
ratus . 

. Dr. Robison, then a student of the University, who 
found Watt's shop a pleasant place in ,vhich to spend his 
leisure, and whose tastes affiliated so strongly with those of 

·Watt that they became friends immediately upon .making 
acquaintance, called the attention of the instrument-maker 
to the steam-engine · as early as 1759, and suggested that it 
might be applied to the propulsion of carriages. Watt ,vas 
at once interested, and went to work on a little model, hav
ing tin steam-cylinders and pistons connected to the driving
wheels by an intermediate system of gearing. The scheme 
,vas afterwards given up, and ,vas not revived by Watt for a 
quarter of a century. 

Watt studied chemistry, ;,ind was assisted by the advice 
' and instruction of Dr� Black,. who was then making the re

searches which resulted in the discovery of "latent heat." 
His proposal to repair the model N ewcomen engine in the 
college collections led to his study of Desagulier's treatise, 
and of the works of Switze1· and others. He thus learned · 
,vhat bad been done by Savery and by N e·,vcomen, and 
by those who had improved the engine of the latter. 
. In his o,vn experiments he used, at first, apothecaries' 
phials and hollow canes for steam reservoirs and pipes, and 
later a Papin's digester and a common syringe. The latter ' 
combination made a non-condensing . engine, in ,vhich he 
used steam at a pressute of 15 pounds per square inch. 
The valv·e was ,vorked by· hand, and Watt · sa,v · that· an 
automatic valve-gear only ,vas needed to make a ,vorking 
machine. This. experiment, however, led to no practical re
sult .. He finally took hold of the Ne,vcomen model, ,vhich 
had been · Qbtained from London, ,vhere it had been sent 
for · repairs, and; putting it in good ,vorking order, com
m6nced experiments with that in 1764. 

' The N e,vcomen model, as it happened, had a boiler 
which, although made to a scale from engines in actual use, · 
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,vas quite incapable of furnishing steam enough to work the 
engine. It was about nine inches in diameter; the steam
cylinder was two inches in diameter, and of six inches stroke 
of piston, arranged as in Fig. 24, ,vhich is a picture of the 
model as it now appears. It is retained among the most 
carefully-preserved treasures of the·University of Glasgo,v. 

Fm. 24.-The Newcomen Model, 

Watt made a ne,v boiler for· the experimental investiga
tion on which he ,vas about to enter, and arranged it in such 
a manner that he could measure the quantity of water evap
orated and of steam used at every stroke of the engine. 

· He soon discovered that it required but a very small 
quantity of steam to heat a very large quantity of ,vater, 
and immediately atte1npted to determine ,vith precisio1� the 
relative ,veights of steam and ,vater in the steam-cylinder 
,vhen condensation took place at the do,vn�stroke of th,-
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engine, and thus independently proved the existence of that 
" latent heat," the discovery of which constitutes, also, one 
of the greatest of Dr. Black's claims to distinction. Watt 
at once went to Dr. Black and related the remarkable fact 
,vhich he had thus d�tected, and ,vas, in turn, taught by 
Black the character of the phenomenon as it had been ex
plai11ed to his classes by the latter some little time previous
ly. '\Vatt found that, at the boiling-point, his steam, con
densing, ,vas capable of heating six times its ,veight of 
water such as ,vas used for producing condensation. 

Perceiving that steam, ,veight for ,veight even, was a 
vastly greater . absorbent and reservoir of heat than ,vater, 
Watt saw plainly the impoi·tance of taking greater ·care to 
economize it than had previously been customary. He first 
attempted to economize in the boiler, and made boilers ,vith 
wooden " shells," in order to prevent losses by conduction 
and radiation, and used a larger number of flues to secure 
more complete absorption of the heat from . the furnace
gases. Jie also covered his steam-pipes ,vith non-conduct
ing mate1·ials, and took every precaution that his ingenuity 
could devise to secure complete utilization of the heat of 
combustion. He · soon found, however, that he ,vas not 
,vorking at the most important point, and that the great 
source of loss .,vas to be found in defects which he noted in 
the action of the steam in the cylinder. He soon concluded 
that the sources of loss of heat in the Ne,vcomen engine
,v hicl1 ,vould be greatly exaggerated in a small model-,vere : 

First, the dissipation of l1eat by the cylinder itself, 
. 

,vhich ,vas of brass, and ,vas both a good conductor· 
�

and a 
good radiator. 

Secondly, the loss of heat consequent upon the necessity 
of cooling ,do,vn the cylinder at _every stroke, in producing 
the vacuum. 

·. Thirdly, the loss of· po,ver due to the pressure of vapor 
beneath the piston, ,vhich ,vas a consequence of the imper
fect method of condensation. 
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He first made a cylinder of non-conducting material-
1vood soaked in oil and then baked-and obtained a de
cided advantage in economy of steam. I-le then conducted 
a series of very accurate experiments upon the temperature 
and p1:essure of steam at such points on the scale as he could 
readily reach, and, constructing a curve ,vith his results, 
the abscesses representing temperatures and the pressures 
being 1·epresented by the ordinates, he ran the curve back
,vard until he had obtained closely-approximate measures of . 
temperatures less than 212e° , and pressures less than atmos
pheric. . He thus found that, with the amount of injection-

. ,vater used in the Ne,vcomen engine, bringing the tempera
tu1·e of the interior, as he found, do,vn to from 140e° to 175° 

Fahr., a very considerable back-pressure would be n1et with. 
Continuing his ·examination still further, he measurede. 

the amount of steam used at each stroke, and, comparing it 
with the quantity that ,vould just fill the cylinder, he found 
that at least three-fou1·ths v,as 'UJasted. The quantity - of 

.· cold ,vater necessary to produce the condensation of a given
,veight of steam ,vas next determined ; and he found that 
one pound of steam contained enough heat to raise about 
six pounds of cold water, as used for condensation, from the 
temperature of 52e° to the boiling-pointe; and, going still 
further� he found that he ,vas compelled to use, at each 
stroke of the N e,vcomen engine, f ou1· tinies as mucli injec
tion-water as should su:ffice to condense a cylinder .full of 
steam. This confirmed his previous conclusion that three
fourths of the heat supplied to the engine ·,vas ,vasted. · 

Watt had now, _therefore, determined by. his o,vn re
sea1·ches; as he himself enumerates them,1

. the follo,ving 
factse: 

" 1. The , capacities for heat of iron, copper, and of 
some sorts of wood,· as compared ,vith ,vater. 

" 2. The bulk of steam compared with that of water. •'. 

1 Robison's " Mechanical Philosophy,'.' edited by Brewster, 

• 

' 
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"3. Th_e quantity of water evaporated in a . certain 
boiler by a pound of coal. 

"4. The elasticities of steam at various temperatures 
· greater than that of boiling· water, and an approximation to 

the la,v ,vhich it follo,vs at other temperatures. 
�' 5. Ho,v much water in tpe for1n of steam :was re

quired every stroke by a sn1all N ewcomen engine, with a 
wooden cylinder 6 inches in diameter and 12 inches stroke. 

"6. The quantity of cold water required in every stroke 
to condense the steam in that cylinder, so as to give it a 
·working-po,ver of about 7 pounds on the square inch." 

After these ,veil-devised and truly scientific investiga
tions, Watt was enabled to enter upon his work of improv
ing the steam-engine with an intelligent understanding of 
its existing defects, and with a knowledge of their cause. 
Watt soon sa,v that, in order to reduce the losses in the 
working of the steam in the steam-cylinder, it would be 
necessary to find some means, as he said, to keep the cyliQ
der " al,vays as hot as the steam that entered it," notwith
standing the great fluctuations of temperature and pressure 
of the steam during the up and the do,vn strokes. He has 
told us how, finally, the happy thought occurred to him 
which relieved him of all difficulty, and led to the series of · 
modifications wl1ich at last gave to the world the modern 
type of steam-engine.· 

He sayse: 1 "I had gone to take a ,valk on a fine Sab
bath afternoon. I had entered the Green by the. gate at 
the foot of Charlotte street, and had passed tl1e old wash
ing-house. I was thinking upon tl1e engine at the time, 
and had gone as far as the herd's house, when the idea came 
into my mind that, as steam was an elastic body, it ,vould 
rush into a vacuum, and, if a communication were made be
tween the cylinder and an exhausted vessel, it· would rush 
into it, and might be there condensed without cooling th13-

1 " Reminiscences of Ja1nes Watt," Robert Hart; " Transactions of the 
Glasgow Archreological Society," 1859. 
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cylinder. I then sa,v that I must get rid of the condensed 
steam and injection-,vater if I used a jet, as in N e,vcomen's 
engine. T,vo ,vays of doing this occur1·ed to me : Fi1·st, 
the water 1night be run off by a descending pipe, if an off
let could be got at the depth of 35 or 36 feet, and any air 
might be extracted by a small pu1np. 'l'he second was, to 
make the pump large enough to extract both water and air." 
" I  had not ,valked farther than the Golf-house, when the 
,vhole thing ,vas arranged in my mind�" 

Ref erring to this invention, vVatt said to Prof. Jardine : 1 

" When analyzed, the invention ,vould not appear so great · 
· as it see1ned to be. In the state in which I found the 

stean1-engine, it ,vas no great effort of mind to observe that 
the quantity of fuel necessary to make, it work ,vould · 
forever prevent its extensive utility. The next step in 
my progress was equally easy-to inquire what was the 
cause of the great consumption of fuel. This, too, ,vas 
1·eadily suggested, viz., the ,vaste of fuel ,vhich ,vas neces
sary to bring the whole cylinder, piston, and adjacent parts
from the coldness of water td the heat of steam, no fewer · 
than from 15 to 20 times in a minute." It was by pursu�
ing this train of thought that he was led to devise the sep
a1·ate condenser.e· 

On Monday morning Watt proceeded to make an exper
imental test of his ne,v invention, using for his steam�cyl
inder and piston a large b1·ass su1·geon's-syringe, l ¾-inch 
diameter and 10 inches long. At each end ,vas a pipe lead
ing steam from the boiler, and fitte::d ,vith a cock to act as 
a steam-valve. A pipe led also from the top of the cylin
der to the condenser, the syringe being inverted and the 
piston-rod hanging · d9,vn,va1·d for convenience. The con
denser was made of two pipes of thin tin plate, 10 or 12 
inches long,e· and about one-sixth · of an inch in diameter, 
standing vertically, and having a connection at the top 

1 " Lives of Boulton and Watt," Smiles • 

. ' 
• 
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with a horizontal pipe of larger size, and fitted ,vith a 
" snifting-valve." Another vertical pipe, about an inch .in 
diameter, ,vas connected to the condenser, and was fitted 
with a piston, with a view to using it as an " air-pump." 
The whole was set in a cistern. of cold ,vate_r. The piston
rod of the little steam-cylinder ,,ras drilled from end to end 
to permit the ,vater to be 1·emoved f1·om the cylinder. This 
little model (Fig. 25) worked very satisfactorily, and the 
perfection of the vacuum was such that the machine lifted 
a weight of 18 pounds hung upon the piston-rod, as in the 

' 

\ 

F10. 215.-\Vatt's Experiment. 

sketch. A larger model ,vas immediately afterward con
struct�,d, and the result of its test confirmed fully the antici
pation�which had been a,vakened by the first experiment.

Having taken this first step and made such a radical 
improvement, the success of this inv�ntion was no. soonere· 
determined than others followed in rapid succession, as con
sequences of, the exigencies arisi g from the first change· in_n
the old N ewcomen engine. But in the working out of the 

·e:forms and proportions of the details of the new engine,
even· Watt's po,verful mind, stored as it was with happily- . 
combined ;cientific and practical informati0n, 1vas �cc:upied 
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for years.· In attacl?-ing ths separate condenser, he first 
attempted surface-condensation ; but this not succeeding 
,veil, he substituted the jet. Some provision became at 
once necessary for preventing the filling of . the condenser 
,vith ,vater. 

Watt at first intended adopting the expedient which had 
,vorked satisfactorily ,vith· the less. effective condensation of 
Ne,vcomen's engine-i. e., leading a pipe from the condenser. 
to a depth greater than the height of a column of ,vate1� 
which could be countei·balanced by the pressure of the 
atmosphere ; but he subsequently employed the air-pump, 
which relieves the condenser not only of the ,vater, but of 
the air which also usually collects in considerable volume in 
the condenser, and viti_ates the v·acuum. He next substituted 
oil and tallo,v foi· ,vater in the lubrication of the piston and 
keeping it steam-tight, in order to avoid the cooling of the 
cylinder incident to the use of the latter. Another cause 
of refrigeration of the cylinder, and consequent ,vaste of 
po,ver in its operation, ,vas seen to be ·etl1e entrance of the 
atmosphere, ,vhich follo,ved the piston do,vn the cylinder at 
each stroke, cooling its interior by its contact. This the 
i11ventor concluded to p1·event by covering the top of the 
cylinder, allowing the piston-rod to play thr9ugh a "stuffing-
box "-which device had long been known to mechanics. 

He accordingly not only covered the top, but sur
rounded the ,vhole cylinder with an external ca.sing, or 
"steam-jacket," and allowed the steam from the boiler to 
pass around the steam-cylinder and to press upon the upper 
surface of the piston, ,vhere its pressure was variable at 
pleasure, and there£ ore more manageable than that of the 
atmosphere. It also; besides keeping the · cylinder hot, 
could do comparatively little harm should it leak by the 
piston, as it could be condensed, and thus re.adily disposed of. 

,vhen he had concluded to build the larger experimen
tal engine, ,vatt determined to give his ,vhole time and at
tention to the ,vork, and l1ired a room in an old deserted 
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pottery near the Broomielaw. Here he ,vorked with a 
mechanic-John Gardiner, ,vhom he had taken into his em-. ' 
ploy�uninterruptedly for many weeks. l\ieantime, through 
his friend Dr. Black, probably, he had made the acquaint
ance of Dr. :ftoebuck, a ,vealthy physician, ,vho had, ,vith 
other Scotch capitalists, just founded the celebrated Carron 
Iron-Works, and had opened a correspondence ,vith him, in 
,vhich he kept that gentleman informed of the progress 9f 
his ,vork on tl1e new engine. 

'l,his engine had a steam-cylinder, V\Tatt tells us, of " five 
· or six " inches diameter, and of t,vo feet stroke. It ,vas of 

copper, smooth-hamrnei·ed, but not bored out, and " not 
very true." This ,vas encased in another cylinder _of ,vood. 
In August, 17'65, he tried- the small engine, and ,vrote Dr. 
Roebuck that he had l1ad " good success." although the. 
machine was very imperfect. " On turning the exhaust
ing-:cock, the piston, when not loaded_, ascended as quick as 
the blow of a hammer,' and as quick when loaded ,vith 18 
pounds (being 7 pounds on the inch) as it ,vould have done 
if it had had a11 injection as usual." He then tells his 
correspondent that he was about to make the larger model. 
In October, 1765, he finished the latter. The engine, when 

, 1·�ady for trial, ,vas still very imperfect. It nevertheless did 
good work for so rude a machine. 
. --VVatt ,vas no� reduced to poverty, and, aftei• borro,ving 
consid�rable sums from friends, he was finally compelled to 
give up his scheme for the time, and to seek employment in 
order to provide for his family. During an interval of about 
t,vo years he supported himself by surveying, and by the 
work of exploring coal-fields in the" neighborhood of Glas
go,v for the magistrates of the city. He did not, ho,vever, 
entirely give up his invention. 

In 1767, Dr. Roebuck assumed Watt's liabilitiese· to the 
amount of £1,000, and agreed to provide capital for the pros
ecution of his experiments and t.o introduce his inventione; 
and; on the other hand, Watt agreed to surrendei· to Dr. 
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Roebuck t,vo-thirds of the patent. Another engine was 
next built, having a steam-cylinder seven or eight inches 
in diameter, ,vhich was finished in 1768. rrhis worked suf
ficiently ,veil to induce the partners to as� for a patent, and 
the specifications and dra,vings ,vere completed and pre
sented in 1769. 

Watt also built and set up several Ne,vc,omen engines,e. 
partly, perhaps, to make himself thus thoroughly familiar 
with the practical details of engine-building. ·eMeantime, 
also, he prepared the plans for, and finally had built, a mod
erately large engine of �is o,vn ne,v type. Its steam-cylin
der ,vas 18 inches in diameter, and the stroke of piston ,vas 
5 feet. This engine was built at· Kinneil, and was finished 

· in September, 1769. It was not all satisfactory in either 
its construction or its operation. The condenser "'as a 
surface-condenser composed of pipes somewhat like that 
used in his first little 1nodel, and did not prove to be satisfac
torily .tight. The steam-piston leaked seriously, and 1·epeat
ed trials only served to make more evident its imperfections.· 
He was assisted in this time of need by both Dr. Black and 
Dr. Roebuck ; but he felt strongly the risks which he ran 
of involving his friends in serious losses, and became very 
despondent. Writing to Dr. Black, he says : " Of all 
things in life, there is nothing more foolish than inventing ; " 
and probably the majority of inventors have been led to the 
same opinion by their o,vn experiences. 

"1\'Iisf ortunes 11ever come singly ; " and vVatt ,vas borne 
do,vn-by the greatest of all misfortunes-the loss of a faith
ful and affectionate wife-while still unable to see a suc
cessful issue of his schemes. Only less disheartening than 
this was the loss of fortune of his steadfast friend, Dr. Roe
buck, and the consequent loss of his aid. It was at about 
this time, in the year 1769, that negotiations were com
ntenced which resulted in the transfer of the capitalized in
terest in Watt's engine to the wealthy manufacturer ,vhose 
name, coupled ,vith that of Watt, afterward became known 

, .  
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throughout the civilized woi·ld, · as the steam-engine in its -...., 

ne,v form ,vas pushed into use by his energy and business 
tact. 

vVatt met Mr. Boulton, ,vho next became his partner, in 
1768, on his journey to London to procure his patent,, and 
the latter had then examined vV att's designs, and, at once 
perceiving their value, proposed to purchase. ane. interest. 
vVatt was then unable to 1·eply definitely to Boulton's prop
osition, pending his business arrangements ,vith Dr. Roe
buck ; but, ,vith Roebuck's consent, after,vards proposed 
that Boulton should take a one-third interest ,vith himself 
and partner, paying Roebuck therefor one-half of all ex
penses p1·eviously incurred, and ,vhatever he should choose 
to add to compensate " for the 1·isk ]1e had run." Subse
quently, Dr. Roebuck proposed to transfer to Boulton and 
to Dr. Small, who was desirous of taking interest ,vith 
Boulton, one-half of his proprietorship in Watt's inventions, 
on receiving " a sum not less than one thousand pounds," 
,vhich should, after the experiments on the engine ,vere 
completed, be deemed " just and 1·easonable." T,velve 
months ,ve1·e allow_ed for the adjustment of the account. 
This proposal was accepted in November, 1769. 

.'· MATTHEW BouLTON, ,vbo now became a partner with 
James ·Watt, was the son of a Birmingham silver stampe1· 
and piecer, and succeeded to his father's business, building 
up a great establishment, ,vhich, as ,vell as its proprietor,· 
was ,vell kno,vn in Watt's time. Watt, ,vriting to Dr. 
Roebuck before the final arrangement had been n1adc, 
urged him to close with Boulton for " the follo,ving consid
erationse: 

" 1st. Fl'om Mr. Boulton's own character as an inge
nious, honest, and rich man. 2dly. From the difficulty and 
expense there would be of procuring accurate and honest 
.workmen and prov_iding . them with proper utensils, and 
getting . a proper overseer or overseers. If, to avoid this 
inconvenience, you were to contract for the work to be ,.done 
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by a master-workman, you· must give up a g1·eat share ofe, 
the profit. 3dly. The success of the engine is far from 
being vrrified. If Ml·. Boulton takes his chance of success 
from the account I shall write Dr. Small, and pays you 
any adequate share of the money laid out, it lessens your risk, 

'· 

Mutthew Boulton. 

and in a greater proportione. than I think it ,vill lessen your 
profits. 4thly. r.rhe assistance of Mr. Boulton's and Dr. 
Small's ingenuity (if the latter engage in it) in improving 
and perfecting the machine may be very considerable, and 
1nay enable us to get the better of the difficulties that ·might 
other,vise damn it. Lastly, consider my uncertain health, 
my irresolute and inactive disposition, my inability to bar� 
gain and struggle for my own ,vith mankinde: all -which 
disqualify me for any great undertaking. On our side, 
consider the· first outlay n.nd interest, the patent; the pi�esent 
engine, about £200· (though there ,vould · not be much loss 
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in making it into a common engipe), two years of my time, 
and the expense of models.". , 

Watt's estimate of the value··of Boulton's ingenuity and 
talent was well-founded. Boulton had shown himself' a good 
scholar, and had acquired considerable kno,vledge of the 
languages and of the sciences, particularly of mathematics, 
after leaving the school from which he graduated into the 
shop when still a boy. · In the· shop he soon introduced 
a number of valuable improvements, and he was al,vays 
on the lookout for improvements made by othe1•s, ,vith a 
view to their in�roduction in his business. He was a man 
of the modern style, and never permitted competitors to 
excel him in a!ly respect, ,vithout the strongest efforts to 
retain his leading position. · He al,vays _ aimed to earn a 
reputation for good work, as well as to make money� I-Iis 
fatl1er's workshop ,vas at Birmingham ; but Boulton, after a 
time, found that his rapidly-increasing business ,vould com
pel him to find room for the erection of a more extensive 
establishment, and he secured land at Soho, two miles dis
tant from Birmin�ham, and the1·e erected his new manu-
factory, about 1762. 

• ·� 
The business was, a� first, the manufacture of ornamen

,-. tal metal-,vare, such as metal buttons, buckles, watcl1-chains, 
and light filigree and inlaid work. · The manufacture of 
gold and silver plated-ware was soon added, and this branch 
of business gradually developed into a very extensive man
ufacture of ,vorks of art. Boulton copied fine ,vork ,vher
ever he could find it, and often borrowed vases, statuettes, 
and bronzes of all kinds from the nobility of England, and 
even from the queen, from· which to mak·e copies. The 
manufacture of inexpensive clocks, such as are now ,veil 
known throughout the world as an article of American trade, 
was begun by Boulton. · 1-Ie -made some fine astronomical 
and valuable ornamental clocks, which ,vere better appre-

. ciated on the Continent than in England. The business of 
the Soho manufactory in a fe,v years became so extensive, 
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that its goods were kno,vn to every civilized nation, and its 
growth, under the management of the -enterprising,· consci
entious, and ingenious Boulton, more than kept pace with 
.the accumulation of capital ; and the proprietor found him-
self, by his very prosperfty, often driven to the most care
ful manipulation of his assets, and to making free use of 
his credit. 

Boulton had a remarkable talent for making· valuable 
acquaintances, and for making the most of advantages ac
cruing thereby. In 1758 he made the acquaintance of 
Benjamin Franklin, who then visited Soho ; and in 1766 

these· disting�ished men, ,vho ,vere then una,vare of the 
existence of James Watt, were corresponding, and, in th.eir 
letters, discussing the applicability of steam-po,ver to various 
useful purposes. Between the two a ne,v steam-engine ,vas 
designed, and a model was constructed by Boulton, which 
,vas sent to Franklin and exhipited by him in London. 

Dr. Dar,vin seems to have had something to do with 
I

this scheme, and the enthusiasm awakened by the promise 
of success given by this model may have been the origin of 
the no,v celebrated prophetic rhymes so often quoted from 
the ,vorks of that eccentric physician and poet. Franklin 
contributed, as his share in the plan, an idea of so arranging 
the grate as to prevent the production of smoke. He says : 
"All that is necessary is to make the smoke of fresh �oals 
pa_ss descending through those that are already ignited." 
His idea has been, by more recent scl1emers, repeatedly 
brought for,vard as new. Nothing resulted from these ex
neriments of Boulton, Franklin, and Darwin, and the pl�n 
of Watt soon superseded all less ,vell-developed plans. 

In 1767, Watt visited Soho and carefully inspected 
Boulton's establishment. He was very favorably impressed 
by the admirable arrangement of the workshops and the 
completeness of their outfit, as .,veil as by the J)erfection of 
the organization and administration of the business. In 
the f ollo,ving year he again visited Soho, and this time met 
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Boulton, who had been absent at the previous visit. The 
t,vo great mechanics were mutually gratified by the meet
ing, and each at once acquired for the other the greatest 

· respect and esteen1. They discussed "\iVatt's plans, and 
Boulton then definitely decided not to continue his o,vn 
experiments, although he had actually commenced the con
struction of a pumping-engine.. With Dr. Small, who was 
also at Soho, Watt discussed the possibility of applying his 
engine to the propulsion of carriages, and to other purposes. 
On his return home, vVatt continued his desultory labors 
on his engines, as already described ; and the final comple
tion of the arrangement with Boulton, ,vhich immediately 
follo,ved the failure of Dr. Roebuck, took place some time 
later.e. • 

Before Watt could leave Scotland to join his partner at 
Soho, it was necessary that he should finish the ,vork ,vhich 
he had in hand, including the surveys of the Caledonian 
canal, and other smaller works, ,vhich he had had in progress 
some months. }le reached Birmingham in the spring of 

.e1774, and ,vas at once domiciled at Soho, ,vhere he set at 
,vork upon the pa1·tly-made engines ,vhich had been sent 
from Scotland some time previously. They had laid, un
used and exposed to the ,veather, at Kinneil three years, and 
,vere not in as good order as might have been desired. The 
block-tin steam-cylinder . ,vas probably in good condition, 
but the iron· parts ,vere, as Watt said, " perishing," while 
he had been engaged in his civil engineering work. At 
leisure moments, d�ring this period, Watt had not entirely 
neglec�ed his plans for the utilization of steam. He had 
given much thought, and had expended some time, in exper
iments upon the plan of using it in a rotary or " ,vheele" 
engine. He did not succeed in contriving· any plan which 
seemed to promise success. 

It was in, November, 177 4, that Watt finally announced 
to his o�d partner, Dr. Roebuck, the successful trial of the 
l(inneil engine. Ile did not ,vrite with the usual cnthusi-
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asm and extravagance of the inventor, f oi• his frequent dis
appointments and prolonged suspense had very thoroughly 
extinguished his vivacity. He simply wrote : " The fire-· 
engine I have invented is no,v going, and answers· much 
better than any other that has yet been made ; and I ex
pect that the invention ,viii be very beneficial to me." 

The change of the " atmospheric engine'' of Newcomen 

F10. 26.-,vatt's Engine, 1774. 
I 

into tl1e modern steam-engine . ,vas now completed in jts 
essential details. The first engine which was erected at 
Kinneil, near Boroughstoness, had a steam-cylinder 18 
inches in diameter. · It is seen in the accompanying sketch. 

In Fig. 26, the steam passes from the boiler through the 
pipe d and the valve c to the cylinder-casing or steam
jacket, Y Y; and above the piston, b, ,vhich it follo,vs in itr-
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descent in the cylinder, a, the valve f being at this time 
open; to allow the exhaust into the cond-enser, h. 

The piston no,v being at the lo,ver end of the cylinder, 
and the pump-rods at the opp9site end of the beam, y, being 
thus . 1·aised and the pulnps filled ,vith water, the valves e 
and f close, ,vhile e opens, allo,ving the steam ,vhich re-
mains above the pisto_n to flo,v beneath it, until, the pressures . 
becoming equal above and ·below, the weight of the pump-
1·ods overbalancing that of the piston, the latter is 1·apidly 
d1:a,vn to the top of the cylinder, ,vhile the stea·m is dis
-placed above, passing to the under-side of the piston. 

The valve e is next closed, and c and fare again opened ; 
· the . down-stroke is repeated. The water and air entering . 
the condenser are removed at each stroke by_ the air-pump, 
i, ,vhich communicates with the condens13r by. the passage a. 
The pump q supplies condensing-,vate1·, and the pump .,11 
takes a,vay a part of the ,vater of condensation, ,vhich is 
thrown by the air-pump into the "hot-well," le, and from 
it the feed-pump supplies the boiler. 'l'he valves are 
moved by valve-gear very similar to Beighton's and Sm�a
ton's, by the pins, m m, in the '' plug.,.f1·a1ne " 01· " tappet-
1·od," n n . 

. The engine is mounted upon a substantial foundation, 
· .B B. F is an opening out of which, before starting the 
engine, the air is driven from the cylinder and condenser . 

. The inventions covered by the patent of 1769 ,vere de
scribed as follo,vs : 

" l\ily method of lessening the consumption of steam, 
and consequently fuel, in fire-engines, consists in the follow
ing principles : 

" 1st. That the ·vessel in ,vhich the powers of steam are 
to be -employed to ,vor]{ the engine-,vhich is called ' the 
cylinder ' in common fire-engines, and ,vhich I call ' the 
steam-vessel '-must, during the ,vhole time that the engine 
is at ,vork, be kept as hot as the steam which enters it ; first, 
py inclosing it in a case of ,vood, or any other materials that 
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transmit heat slo,vlye; secondly,- by surrounding it ,vith · 
steam or other heated bodiese; and thirdly, by suffering 
neither water· nor other substances colder than the steam to 
enter or touch it during that time. 

"2dly. In engines that are to be ,vorked, wholly or par
tially, by condensation of steam, the steam is to be con
densed in vessels distinct from the steam-vessel or cylinder, 
though occasionally communicating ,vith them .e. These ves-
sels I call conden.,;ers ; and while the engines are. ,vorking, . 
these condensers ought at least to be kept as cold as the air 
in the neighborhood of the engines, by application of water 
or other cold bodies. 

"3dly. vVhatever air or other elastic vapor is not con-· 
densed by the cold of the condenser, and may impede tho 
,vorking of the engine, is to be dra,vn out of the steam-ves
sels or condensers by means of pumps, wrought by the en
gines themselves, or otherwis_e. 

"4thly. I intend in many cases to employ the expansive 
force of steam to press on the pistons, or ,vhatever may be 
used instead of them, in the same manner ase· the pressure 
of the atmosphere is now employed in common fire-engines. 
In cases ,vhere cold ,vater cannot be had in plenty, the 
engines may be wrought by this force of steam only, by 
discharging the steam into the open ai1· after it has done its _ 
office .e. 

".5thly. Where motions round an axis are 1·equired, I 
make the steam-vessels in form of hollow rings or circular 
channels, with proper inlets and outlets for the steam, 
mounted on horizontal axles like the wheels of a ,vater-mill. 
Within them are placed a number of valves thate·esuffer any 
body to go rounde_ the channel in one direction only. In 
these steam-vessels are placed weigl1ts, so fitted to them as 
to fille. up a part . or portion of their channels, yet rendered 
capable of moving freely in them by the means hereinafter 
mentioned or specified. When tl1e steam is admitted in 
these engines bet,veen these weights and the valves, it acts. 
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equally on both, so as to raise the weight on one side of the 
,vheel, and, by the 1·eaction of the valves successively, to 
give a circular motion to the ,vheel, the valves opening in 
the direction in which the ,veights are pressed, but not in 
the contrary. As the vessel moves round, it is suppliecl . 
with steam from the boiler, and that which has performed 
its office may either be discharged by means of condensers, 
or into the open air . 

· . " 6thly. I intend in some cases to apply a degree of 
cold not capable of reducing the steam to water, but of con
tracting it considerably, so that the engines shall be worked 
by the alternate expansion and contraction of the steam. 

" Lastly, instead of using water to render the piston or 
other parts of the engine air or steam-tight, I employ oils, 
wax, resinous bodies, fat of animals, quicksilver, and other 
metals, in their fluid state.'' 

In the construction and erection of his engines, Watt 
still had great difficulty in finding skillful ,vorkmen to make 
the parts with accuracy, to fit them with care, and to erect 
them pi·operly ,vhen once finished. And the fact that both 
Ne,vcomen and Watt met ,vith such serious trouble, indi
cates that, even had the engine been designed earlier, it is 
quite unlikely that the ,vorld would have seene. the steam
engine a success until this time, when mechanics ,vere just 
acquiring the skill requisite for its construction. But, on 
the other hand, it is not at all improbable that, had the me
chanics of an earlier period been as skillful and as ,veil-edu
cated in the manual niceties of their business, the steam
engine �ight have been much earlier brought into use. 

In the time of the Marquis of Worcester it would have 
probably been found impossible to obtain ,vorkmen to con, 
struct the steam-engine of Watt, had it been then invented. 
Indeed, Watt, upon one occasion, congratulated himself that 
one of his steam-cylinders only lacked tli1·ee-eighths of an 
inch of being truly cylindrical. 

The history of the steam-engine is from this time a his" 
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tory of the work of the firm of Boulton & Watt. New-· 
comen engines continued to be built for years after Watt 
went to Soho, .and by many builders. A host of invent
ors still worked on the most attractive of all mechanical com
binations, seeking to effect further improvements. Some 
inventions ,vere made by contemporaries of Watt, as ,viii 
be seen l1ereafter, ,vhicl1 ,vere importan.t as being tl1e germs 
· of later gro,vths ; but these ,vere nearly all too far in ad.:. 
vance of the time, and nearly every successful and ilnpor-
tant invention ,vhich marked the history of steam-po,ver for 
many years originated in the fertile brain of James Watt. 

The defects of the N e,vcomen engine ,vere so serious, 
that it ,vas no sooner kno,vn that Boulton of Soho had 
become interested in a ne,v n1achine for raising ,vater by 
steam-po\\rer, than inquiries came to J1im from all sides, 
from mine-o,vners ,vho ,vere on tl1e point of being drowned 
o�t, and from proprietors ,vhose profits were absorbed by 
the expense of pumping, and ,vho were glad to pay the £5 
per horse-power per year finally · settled upon as royalty.
The London municipal "'ater-,vorks authorities ,vere also 
ready to negotiate for pumping-engines for 1·aising water to 
supply tl1e metropolis. The firin was therefore at once 
driven to make preparations for a l�rge business. 

The first and most important matter, however, was to 
secu1·e. an extension of the patent, ,vhich was soon to expire. · 
If not rene,ved, the 15 years of st1,dy and toil, of pov· 
'erty and anxiety, through ,vhich Watt had toil�d, ,vould 
prove profitless to the inventor, and the fruits of his genius 
,vould have become the �nearned property of others .e. Watt 
sa\\r, at one time, little hope of �ecuring the necessary act of 
Parliament, and ,vas greatly tempted to · accept a position
tendered him by the Russian Government, upon the solici-

. tation of his old friend, Dr. Robison, :then a Professor of 
Mathematics at the Na val School at Cronsta:dt. The salary 
was £1,000-a princely income for a man in Watt's circum
stances, ;ind a peculiar temptation to the needy mechanic. 
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1,V n.tt, however, �ent to London, and, witl1 the help of 
his o,vn and of Boulton's influential friends, succeeded in 
getting his bill through. His patent ,v:as extended 24 
years, and Boulton & Watt set about the work of intro
ducing thei1� engines with the industry and enterprise which 
characterized their every act . 

. In the new firm, Boulton took charge of the general 
business, and Watt superintended the design, construction, 
and erection of tl1eir engines. Boulton's business capacity, 
,vith Watt's wonderful mechanical ability-Boulton's phys-

· ical health, and his vigor and courage, offsetting Watt's 
feeble health and depression of spirits-and, 1no1'e than all, 
Boulton's pecuniary resources, both in his o,vn purse and in 
those of his friends, enabled the firm to conquer all · difli-,
culties, whether in finance, in litigation, or in engineering. 

It was only after the successful erection and operation 
of ·several engines that Boulton and Watt became legally 

l partners. The understood terms ,vere explicitly stated by 
Watt ton· include an assignment to Boulton of t,vo-thirds 
the patent-right .; Boulton paying all expenses, advancing · 
stock in trade at an appi'aised valuation, on which it was to 
draw interest; Watt making all drawings and designs, and 
drawing one-third net profits. 

As soon as Watt was relieved of the uncertainties re
gardi�g his business connections, he married a second wife, 
,vho, as Arago says, by " her various talent., soundness of 
judgment, and strength of character," made a ,vorthy com-• 
panion to the large-hearted and large-brained· engineer. 
rl1hencefor,vard his cares were only such as every business
man expects to be compelled to sustain, and the next ten 
years ,vere the most prolific in inve�tions of any period in 
Watt's life. 

From 1775 to 1785 the partners acquired five patents, 
covering a large number of valuable improvemei;its upon 
the steam-engine, and several independent inventions. ,._rhe 
first of these patents covered the no,v familiar and uuiver-
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sally-used copying-press for letters, and a machine for dry
ing cloth by passing it bet,veen copper rollers filled with 
stea1n of sufficiently high temperature to rapidly evaporate 
the moisture. 'l�his patent ,vas issued Febtuary 14, 1780. 
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F10, 27.-Wntt's Engine, 1781, 

rn the following year, October 25, 1781, Watt patented 
five devices by ,vhich he obtained the rotary motiori of the 
engine-shaft without .the use of a crank. One of these was 
the arrangement shown in Fig. 27, and known as the " sun� 
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and-planet "  wheels. The crank-shaft carries a gear-wheel, 
,vhicl1 is engaged by another securely fixed upon the end of 
the connecting-rod. As the latter is compelled to revolve 
about the axis of the shaft by a tie ,vhich confines the con
necting-rod end at a fixed distance from the shaft, the 
shaft-ge�r is compelled to revolve, and the shaft ,vith it. 
Any desired velocity-ratio ,vas secured by giving the t,vo 
gears the necessary relative diameters. A fly-,vheel ,vas 
used to regulate the motion .of the shaft.1 Boulton & vVatt, 
used the sun-and-planet ·device on many engines, but finally 
adopted the crank, ,vhen the expiration of the p�tent held 
by Matthew Wasborough, and which had earlier date than 
Watt's patent of 1781, permitted tl1em. Watt had proposed 
the use of a crank, it is said, as early as 1771, but vVasbor
ough anticipated him in securing the patent. Watt had made 
a model of an engine with a crank and fly-,vheel; and he l1as 
stated that one of his ,vorkmen, who had seen the model, 
described it to Was borough, thus enabling the latter to de
prive vVatt of his o,vn property. The proceeding ,,excited 

· great indignation on the part of Watt ; but no legal action 
,vas taken by Boulton & Watt, as the overthro,v of the 

patent was thought likely to do tl1em injury by perrnitting 
its use by more active competitors and more ingenious 1nen. 

The next patent issued to Watt .was an exceedingly im
portant one, and of especial interest in a history of the 

development of the economical application of steam. This 
patent included : 

1. The expansion of steam, and six methods of applying 
the principle and of equalizing the expansive po,ver. 

2. The double-acting steam-engine, in ,vhic� the stea1n 
acts on each side the piston alternately, the opposite side 
being in communication ,vith the condenser. 

1 Fo1· the privilege of using the fly-wheel to regulate the 1notion of the 
engine, Boulton & Watt paid a royalty to Matthew Was borough, who had 
patented it, and who held also the patent for its combination with a crank, 

as in,,cnted by Pickard and Steed. 
9 
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3. The double or coupled steam-engine-two engines 
capable of working - together, or :h1dependently, as 1nay be 
desired. 

4. The use of a rack on the piston-1·od, ,vorking into a 
E:tector on the end of the beam, thus securing a perfect rec
tilinear motion of the rod. 

5. A rotary engine, ore" steam-,vheel." 
The efficiency to be secured by the expansion of steam 

had long been known to Watt, and he had · conceived the 
idea of economizing some of that po,ver, the waste of which 
,vas so plainly indicated by the violent rushing of the ex
haust-steam into the condenser, as early as 1769. This was · 
described in a letter to Dr. Small, of Birmingham, in May of 
that year. When experimenting at Kinneil, he had tried 
to determine the real value of the principle by trial on his . 
small engine. 

Boulton had also 1·ecognized the importance of. this im- . 
proved method of ,vorking steam, and their earlier Soho 

· engines were, as Watt said, made ,vith cylinders " double 
the size ,vanted, and cut off the steam at half-stroke." But, 
though " this ,vas a great saving of stea1n, so long as the 
valves remained as at first/' the builders ,vere so constantly 
annoyed by alterations of the valves by proprietors and 
their engineers, that they finally gave up that method of 
,vorking·, hoping ultimately to be able to resume it when 
,vork1nen of · greater intelligence and 1·eliability could be 
found. The patent ,vas issued. July 17, 1782. 

Watt specified a cut-off at one-quarter stroke as usually 
best. 

Watt's �xplanation of the method of economizing by 
expansive ,vorking, ase· given to Dr. Sn1all, 1 is worthy of re�· 
production. He says : "I mentioned to you a metho� of 
still doubling the effect of steam, and that tolerably easy,
by using the po,ver of steam rushing into a vacuum, at 

1 ·o"Lives of Boulton and Watt," Smiles. 
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present lost. This ,vould do a little more than double the 
effect, but it ,vould too much enlarge · the vesselse. to use it 
all. It is peculiarly applicable to ,vheel-engines, and may 
supply the want of a condenser ,vhere force of steam is only 
used ; for, open one of the steam-valves and. admit steam, 
until one-fourth· of the distance bet,veen it and the next 
valve is filled with steam, _shut the valve, and the steam 
will continue to expand and to pass round the ,vheel ,vith a 
diminishing po,ver, ending in one-fourth its first exertion. 
The sum of this series you ,vill find greater than one-half, 
though only one-fourth stea1n was used. The po,ver will 
indeed be unequal, but this can be remedied by a fly, or in 
several ot4er ,vays." 

It ,vill be noticed that Watt suggests, above, the 110,v 
,veil-known non-condensing engine. He had already, as has 
been seen, described it in his patent of 1769, as also the 
rotary engine. · r 

Watt illustrates and explains his idea very neatly, by 
a sketch similar to that here given (Fig. 28). 

Steam, entering the cylinder at a, is admitted until one
fourth the stroke has been made, when the steam-valve is 
closed, and the remainder of the stroke ise• performed witl1-
out further additione! of steam. The variation of steam
pressure is approximately inversely proportional to the vari
ation of its volume. rrhus, at half-stroke, the pressure be
comes one-half that at ,vhich the steam ,vas supplied to the 
cylinder. At the end of the stroke it has fallen to one
fourth the initial pressure. 'l'he pressure is always nearly 
equal to the product of the initial pressure and volume 
divided by the volume at the given instant. In symbols, 

PV 
-Pl _  ' .

V 
It is true that the condensation of steam doing· work 

changes this la,v in a marked manner ; but the condensation 
·and reevaporation of steam, due to the transfer of heat to 
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and from the. metal of the cylinder, tends to compensate 
the first variation by a reverse change of pressure ,vith 
change of volume. 

· The sketch shows this progressive variation of pressure 
as expansion proceeds. It is seen that the work done per 
unit of volume of steam as taken from the boiler is much 

11 '  

. 

Fxo. 28.-Expansion of Steam. 

greater than when ,vorking ,vithout expansion. The prod
uct of the mean pressure by the volume of the cylinder is 
less, but the quotient obtained by dividing this quantity by 
the volume or ,veight of steam taken from the boiler, is 
mucl1 greater ,vith than without expansion. For the case 
assumed and illustrated, the ,vork done during expansion is 

·one and t,vo-fifths times that done ·previous to cutting off 
.the steam, and the work done per pound of steam 1s 2.4 

times tl}.at dohe ,vithout expansion. 
Were there no losses to be met with and to be exagger

ated by the use of steam expansively, the gain would be-
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come very great ,vith moderate expansion, amounting to 
t,vice the work done when " followinge'' full stroke, when 
the steam is cut off at one-seventh. 'l'he estimated gain is, 
however, never realized. Losses by friction, by conduction 

·. and radiation of heat, and by condensation and 1·eevapora
tion in the cylinder-of which losses the latter are 1nost 
serious-after passing a point ,vhich is variable, and ,vhich 

. is determined by the special conditions in each case, aug
ment ,vith greater l'apidity than the gain by expansion. 

In actual practice, it is rarely found, except ,vhere spe
cial precautions are taken to .reduce these losses, that econ
omy f ollo�vs expansion to a greater number of volumes than 
about one-half the square root of the steam-pressure ; i. e., 
about t,vice for 15 or 20 pounds pressure, three tirnes for 
about 30 pounds, and four and five times for 60 or 65 and 
for 100 to 125 pounds respectively. Watt very soon learned 
this general principle ; bl1t neither he, nor even 111any mod-. 
ern engineers, seem to have learned that too great expan-

. sion often gives greatly-reduced economy. 
'l'l1e inequality of pressure due to expansion, to ,vhiche. 

he refers, ,vas a source of much perplexity to "'vVatt, as he 
,vas for a long · time convinced that he must find some 
method of " equalizing " the consequent irregular eff 01;t of 
the steam upon the piston. The several methods of "equal
izing the expansive po,ver " which are ref erred to in the 
patent ,vere attempts· to secure this 1·esult. By one method, 
he shifted the centre as the beam vibrated, thus changing 
the lengths of the arms of that great 1ever, to compensate 
the change of moment consequent upon the change of press· 
ure. He finally concluded that a fly-wheel, as first proposed· 
by Fitzgerald, ,vho advised its use on Papin's engine, ,vould 
be the best device on engines driving a crank, and trusted 
to the inertia of a balance-,veight in his . pumping-engines,e· ·
or to the ,veight of the pump-rods, and permitted the piston 
to take its o,vn speed so far as it ,vas. not �hus controlled. 

'l'he double-acting ·�t1ngine was a ··modification of the sin- : 
... 
.. 

\ 
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gle-acting engine, and was very soon determined upon after 
the successful working of the latter had become assured. 

Watt had covered in the top of his single-acting engine, 
to prevent cooling the interiore· of the cylinder by contact· 
with the comparatively cold atmosphere. When this h_ad 
been done, there ,vas but a single step required to convert 
the machine into the double-acting engine. · This alteration, 
by whicl1 the steam ,vas permitted to act upon the upper 
and the lower sides of the fJiston alternately, had been pro
posed by )Vatt as early _as 1767, and a dra,ving of the en
gine was laid before a committee of the House of Comn1ons 
in 1774-'75. By this sim1}le change Watt doubled the 
po,ve1· of hi.43 engine. Although invented much earlier, the 
plan ,vas not patented until he ,vas, as he states, driven to _ 
take out the patent by the " plagiarists and piratese" ,vho 
,vere al,vays ready to profit by his ingenuity. 11his form 
of engine is no,v almost universally used. The single-acting 
}}Umping-engine remains in use in Corn,vall, and in a few 
other localities, and no,v and then an engine is built for, 
other purposes, in which steam acts only on one side of the 
piston ; but these are rare exceptions to the general rule. 

The subject of his next invention was not less interest-, . 

ing. The double-cylinder or " compound " engine has no,v, 
after the lapse of nearly a century, become an important 
and usual type of engine. It is iinp?ssible to determine 
precisely to whom to a,vard the ctedit of its first concep
tion. Dr. Falk, in 1779, had proposed a double-acting en., 

gine, in ,vhich there were two single-acting cylinders, acting 
in opposite directions and alternately on opposite sides of a 
wheel, with which a rack on the piston-rod of each geareil. 

)Vatt claimed that Horublo,ver, the patentee of · the 
"compound engine," was an infringer npon his patentse; and. 
holding the patent on the separate condenser, he was able 
to prevent the engine of his competitor taking sucl1 form as 
to be successfully int1·oduced. The Hornblower engine was 

•soon given up .. 
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Watt stated that this form of -engine had been invented 
by hirn as early as 1767, and that he had explained its pe
culiarities to Smeaton ande. others several years before Horn
blower attempted to use it. Ile wrote to Boulton : " It is 
no less than our double-cylinder engine, worked upon our 
principle of expansion." He never made use of the plan, 
ho,vevere; an{l the principal object soug·ht, apparently, in 
patenting this, as ,vell as many other devic�s, ,vas to secure 
himself against competition. ,· 

The rack and sector patented at this time was soon su
}lerseded by the parallel-motione; ande_ the last claim, the 
" steam7,vheele" or rotary engine, although- one was built of 
considerable size, ,vas not introduced. 

After the patent _of 1782 had been secured, Watt turned 
his attention, ,vhen not too hard-pressed by business, to 
other schemes, and to expe1·imenting with still other modi
fications and applications of his engine. He had, as ea1•ly 
as 1777, proposed to make a steam-hammer for ,vilkinson's 

_ forge ; but lie ,vas too closely engaged with more important 
· 1natters to take hold of the project with much earnestness 
until late in the year 1782, when, after some preliminary 
trials, he reported, December 13th : " "\iV e have tried our 
little tilting-forge hammer at Soho with success. The fol
lowing are some of the particulars : Cylinder, 15 inches in 
dian1eter ; 4 feet · stroke ; strokes per minute,· 20. The 
hammer-head, 120 pounds "reight, rises 8 inches, and strikes 
240 blo,vs per minute. The machine goes quite regularly, 
and can be managed as easily as a water-mill. It requites 
a very small quantity of steam�not above half the contents 
of the cylinder per stroke. The power employed is not 
mor� than one-fourth of ,vhat would be required to raise 
the quantity of ,vater which would enable a ,vater-,vheel to 
,vork the same hammer with the same velocity." 

· He immediately set about making a much heavier 
hammer, and on April 26, 1783, he ,vrote that he had 
done " a  thing never done before "-making his hammer 
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strike 300 blows a minute. This hammer "'eighed 7½ hun
dred,vcigbt, and· had a drop of 2 feet. The steam-cylinder 
had a diameter of 42 inches and 6 feet stroke of piston, and 
,vas calculated to have sufficient power to drive four ham
n1ers weighing 7 hundred,veight each. The engine made 
20 strokes per minute, the hammer giving 90 blo,vs in the 
same time. 

"l.,his new application of stean1-po,ver proving successful, 
'\Vatt next began to develop a series of minor inventions, 
,vhicl1 were finally secured by his patent of April 27, 1784, 
togetl1er with the stean1 tilt-hammer, and a steam-carriage, 
or " locon1otive engine." 

The contrivance previously used for guiding the head of 
the piston-rod-the sectors ande.chains, or rack:--had neve1• 
given s_atisfaction. The rudeness of design of the contriv
ance ,vas only equalled by its insecurity. ,vatt therefore 
contrived a number of methods of accon1plishing the pur
pose, the most beautifule· and ,videly-kno,vn of ,vhich is the 
" parallel-motion," althougl1 it has no,v been generally su
perseded by one of tl1e other devices patented at the sa1ne 
thne-the cross-l1ead and guides. As originally proposed, a 
rod ,vas attached to tl1e head of the piston-rod, standing 
vertically ,vhen the latter ,vas at quarter-strol{e. 1'he upper 
end of this rod ,vas pivoted to the end of the bea1n, and the 
lo,ver end to the extremity of a horizontal rod having a 
lengtl1 equal to one-half the length of the beam. The other 
end of the horizontal rod ,vas coupled to the frame of the 
engine. As the piston rose ancl. fell, the upper and lower 
ends of the vertical rod ,vere s,vayed in opposite directions, 
and to an equal extent, by the beam and tl1e lo,ve1; horizon
tal 1·od, the middle point at ,vhich the piston-rod ,vase. at
tachede. preserving its position in the vertical line. ·This· 
fo:rm ,vas objectionable, as the ,vhole effort of , th_e engine 
was transmitted through the parallel-motion rods. Another 
fo1·m is shown in tl1e sketch given of the double-acting en
gine in Fig. 31, ,vhich ,vas free from this defect. The 

........ 
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head of the piston-rod, {I, was guided by 1·ods connecting it 
,vith the frame at c, a11d forming a "parallelogram," fl cl e b, 
with the beam. Many varieties of "parallel-motione" have 
been devised since 1;V att's invention ,vas attached to his 
engines at Soho. They usually are more or less imperfect, 
guiding the piston-rod in a line only approxirnately straight. 

The cross-head and guides are now generally used, very 
much as described by ,vatt �n this patent as his " second 
principle." This device ,vill be seen in the engravings 
given hereafter of more . modern engines. '!'he head of the 
piston-rod is fitted into a transverse bar, or cross-head, 
,vhich carries properly-shaped })icces at its extremities, to 

· which are bolted "gibs," so n1acle as to fit U})On guides se
cured to the engine-fra1ne. These guides· are adjusted to 
precise parallelis1n ,vith the centre line of the cylinder� 
The cross-head, sliding in or on these guides, moves in a 
perfectly straight line, and, compelling the piston-rod to 
move ,vith it, the latter is even more per£ ectly guided than 
by a parallel-motion. This arrangement, ,vhere properly 
proportioned, is not nec�ssarily subject to great friction, 
and is much more easily adjusted and kept in Jine than the 
parallel-motion ,vhen ,vear occurs or maladjustment tak.es 
place. 

By the same patent, 1;Vatt secured the no,v common 
"puppet-valvee" ,vith beveled seat, and the application of 
the steam-engine to driving rolling-millse· and hammers·efor 
forges, and to ",vheel-carriages for removing persons or 
goods, or other rnatters, from place to place." For the lat
ter purpose he proposes to use boilers " of ,vood, or of thin 
metal, strongly secured by hoops or otherwise," and con
taining " internal fire-boxes." He proposed to use a con
denser cooled by currents of air. 

It would require too much space to follo,v '" att in all 
his schemes for the improvement and for the application of 
the steam-engine. A fe,v of the more important and more 
ingeniou& only can b� described. 1\'lany of the contracts of 
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Boulton & Watt gave tl1em, as compensation for their en
gines, a fraction-usually one.:third-of the value of the 
fuel saved by the use of the vVatt engine in place of the 
engine of N e,vcomen, tl1e amount due being paid annually 
or semiannually, ,vith an option of redemption ·on the part 
of the purchaser at ten years' purchase. This form of 
agreement compelled a careful determination, often, of the 
,vork done and fuel consu1ned by both �he engine taken out 
and that put in its place.e, It ,vas impossible to rely upon 
any deter1nination by personal observation of the number 
of strokes made by the engine. Watt therefore made a 
" counter," like that novr familiar to every one as used on 
g·as-rneters. It consistse' of a train of ,vheels moving point
e1·s on several dials, the first dial sho,ving tens, the second 
hundreds, the third thousands, etc., strokes or revolutions. 
lVlotion ,vas communicated to the train by n1eans of a pen
dulum, the ,vhole being mounted on the beam of the engine, 
,vhere every vlbration produce(l a s,ving of the pendulum. 
Eigl1t dials ,vere sometimes u�ed, the Gounter being set and 
locked, and only opened once a year, ,vhen the time arrived 
for determining the ,vork done during the preceding t,velve-
month. 

The application of his engine to purposes for which 
careful adjus·tt?ent of speed was requisite, or ,vhere the load 
,vas _subject to considerable variation, led to the use of a .e. 
controlling-valve in the steam-pipe, called the " throt�le
valve," ,vhich ,vas adjustable by hand, and permitted the 

. supply of steam to· the engine to be adjusted at any instant 
and altered to any desired extent. It is now givene. m�ny 

· forms, but it still is most usually made just as originally 
designed by vVatt. It consists of a circular disk, ,vhich 
just closes up the steam-pipe ,vhen set directly across it, or 
of an elliptical disk, ,vhich closes the pipe ,vhen standing 
at an angle of some,vhat less than 90° ,vith the line of 
the pii,e. This disk is carried on _a spindle extending 
through the pipe at one sid�, ar�d carrying on its outer end 
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an arm by means of which_ it may be turned into any posi
tion. When placed with its face in line with the pipe, it 
offers ver·y little resistance to the flo,v of steam to the en
gine. When set in the oth�r position, it shuts off steam 

. entirely and stops the engine. It is placed in such position 
a,t any time, that the speed of the engine is just that re
quired· at the time. 111 the engi•aving of the double-acting 
engine with fly-wheel (Fig. 31), it is sho\vn at T, as con
trolled by the governor. 

The governor, or " fly-ball governor,'' as it is often 

Fxo. 29.-'l'ho Governor. 

distinctively called, ,vas another of Watt's minor but very 
esse.ntial inventions. T,vo heavy _ii·on or b1·ass balls, ·B .B', 
were suspended from pins, 0 O', in a little cross-piece car-
1·ied on the head of a vertical spindle� A. A', driven by the 
engine. The sp�ed of the engine varying, that of the spindle 
changed correspondingly, and the faster the balls were s,vung 
the farther they sepai·ated. vVhen the engine's speed de-· 
creased, the period of revolution of the balls ,vas increased, 
and they fell back toward the spindle. vV!yenever the veloc-

..

ity of the engine was uniform, the balls preserved ·etheir dis-
ta.nce. from the spindle and remained at the same height, their 
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altitude being determined by th� relation existing between 
the force of gravity and centrifugal force in the temporary 
position of equilibrium. 'l'he distance from the point of sus. 
pension do,vn to the level of the balls is always equal to 9.78 
inches divided by the square of the number of revolutions 

. 1 · 1per second-1. e., Ji == 9.78N" == 0.248 " meters.N" 
The arms carrying the balls, or the balls themselves, are 

pinned to rods, JI;£.1.lf', which are connected to a piece, N N ', 
sliding loosely on the spindle. A score, T, cut in this piece 
engages a lever, li� and, as the· balls rise and fall, a rod, W; 
is moved, closing and opening the throttle-valve, and thus 
adjusting the supply of steam in such a ,vay as to preserve 
a nearly fixed speed of engine. The connection with the 
throttle-valve and ,vith the cut-off valve-gear is seen not 
only in the engraving' of the double-:-acting vVatt engine, but 
also in those of the Greene and the Corliss engines. This 
contriv,-nce had previously been used in regulating water
,vheels and windmills. Watt's invention consisted in its 
application to the regulation of the steam-engine. 

Still another useful invention of vV att's ,vas his " mer
cury steam-gaugee"-· a baron1eter in ,vhich the height of the 
mercury was determined by the · pressure of the steam in
stead of that of the atmosphere. This simple instrument 
consisted merely of a bent tube containing a portion of 
mercury. One leg, Bn, of this U-tube ,vas conne0ted with 
the steam-pipe, or with the boiler by a small steam-pipe ; the 
other end, 0, was open to the atmosphere. The pressure of 
,�he steam on the mercury in B IJ caused it to rise in the 
other " lege" to a height exactly proportioned to the press
ure, and causing very nearly t,vo inches difference of level 
to the pound, or one inch to the pound actual 1·ise in the 
outer leg. The rude sketch from Farey, here given (Fig.
30), indicates sufficiently ,veil the form of this gauge.e. It is 

. still considered by engineers the most reliabl� of all forms 
of steam-gauge. Unfortunately, it is not conveniently ap-
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plicable at high pressure. The scale, .Li, is marked ,vith 
.

numbers indicating the pl'essure, which numbers are 
' 

indi� 
cated by the head of a rod floating up with the mercury. 

A similar gauge was used to determine the degree of 
perfection of vacuum attained in the condenser, the mer
cury falling in the outer leg as the vacuum became more 
complete. A perfect vacuum ,vould cause a depression of 
level in that leg to 30 inches belo,v the level of the mercury 
in the leg connected ,v°itl1 the condenser. In · a more usual 
form, it consisted of a simple glass tube having its ·e10,ver 
end imme1·sed in a cistern of mercury, as in the ordinary 
barometer, the top of the tube being connected ,vith a pipe 
leading to the condenser. '\iVith a perfect vacuum in the 
condenser, the 1nercury would rise in. the tube very nearly 
80 inches. Ordinarily, the vacuum is not nearly perfect, 
and, a back pressure remaining in the condenser of one or 
two pounds per square inch, the atmospheric pressure 1·e
maining unbalanced is only sufficient to raise the mercury 
26 or 28 inches above the. l�vel of the liquid metal in the 
cistern. 

B ' 
Fro. 80. 

.Mercury Steam-Gauge. Glass Water-Gauge • 

To determine the height of water in his boiler, Watt 
added to the gauge-cocks already long in use the "-glass 
water-gauge," which is still seen in nearly every well-ar-
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ranged boiler. This was a glass tube, ·a a' (Fig. 30)-, 
mounted on a standard attached to the front of the boiler, . 
and at such a height that · its middle point was very lit
tle below the proposed ,vater-level. · It was connected by 
a sma11 · pipe, 1·, at the top to the steam-space, and an
other little pipe, 1.,, led into the boiler from its lower end 
belo,v thee. water-line. As the water rose and fell within 
the boiler, its level changed corresponding·ly in the glass. 
This little instrument is especially liked, because the posi
tion of the ,vater is at all times shown to the eye of the 
attendant. If carefully proteGted against sudden changes 
of temperature, it answers perfectly well with even very 
high pressures. 

The engines built by Boulton & W a�t ,v:ere finally fitted 
with the crank and fly-,vheel for application to the driving 
of mills l and machinery. The accompanying engraving 
(Fig. .  31) shows the engine as· th·us inade, combining· all of 
the essential impi•ovements designed by its inventor. 

In the engraving, 0 is the steam-cylinder, P the piston, 
connected to the beam by the link, {I, and guided by the 
parallel-motion, {I d  c • . At the opposite end of tl1e beam a 
connecting-rod, 0, con1_1ects ,vith the crank and fly-,vheel · 
shaft. R is the rod of the air-pump, b)r means of which 
the condenser is kept from being flooded by the water used 
for condensation, which water-supply; is 1·egulated by an 
" injection:.handle," E. A p11mp-rod, N, leads do,vn fro1n 
the b.eam to the cold-,vater .pun1p, by which watere· is raisecl • 

from the well or other source to supply the needed injection
,vater. The air-pump rod also serves as a " plug-rod," to · 
,vork the valves, the pins at m and R striking tl1e lever, m, 
at either end of the stroke. When the piston reaches the 
top of the cylinder, the lever, m, is raised, opening the 
steam-valve, B, at the top, and the exhaust-valve, E, at the 
bottom, and at the same time closing· the exhaust at the 
top and tl1e steam at the bottom. vVhen the entrance of 
steam at the top and the removal of steam-pressure belo,v 
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the piston has driven the piston to the botto1n, the pin, R, 
atrikes the· lever, m, opening · the steam and closing· the 
exhaust valve at the bottom, and similarly reversing the posi
tion of the valves at the top. The position of the v::ilves is 
changed in this manner ,vith every reversal of the motion 
of the plston as the crank " turns over the centre." 

FIG, .31.-.Boulton & Watt's Double-.\.cting Engiue, 1'184. 

The earliest engines of the double-acting l,b)ii, an.I o( 
any considerable size, which ,vere built to turn a sl1aft� ,vere 
those which were set up in the Albion J\'Iills, near :Black:
friars' Bridge, London, in 1786, and destroyed when the 
mills burned do,vn in 1791. rrhere ,vere a p�,ir of these 
engines (sho,vn in Fig. 27), of 50 horse-po,ver each, and 
geared to drive 20 pairs of stones, making fine flour and 
meal. Previous to· the erection of this mill the po,ver 
in all such establishments had been derived from wind
mills and ,vater-wheels. This mill ,y�s �!'�9t�c1 by Boul-
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ton & Watt, and capitalists working with them, not only 
to secure the profit anticipated from locating a fl.our-mill 
in the city of London, but also ,vitl1 a vie,v to exhibit
ing the capacity of the new double-acting " rotatinge'' en
gine. The plan ,vas proposed in  1783, and ,vork ,vas com
menced in 1784 ; but the mill ,vas not set in operation until 
the spring of 1:786. 'l,he capacity of the mill was, in ordi
nary ,vork, 16,000 bushels of wheat ground into fine flour 
per ,veek .e. On one occasion, the mill turned out 3,000 bush
els in 24 hours. In the construction of the machin�ry of 
the mill, many improvements upon the then standard prac
tice were introduced, including cast-iron gearing with care
fully-formed teeth and iron· framing. It was here that John 
Rennie commenced his ,vork, after passing through his ap
prenticeship in Scotland, sending l1is chief assistant, E,va.rt, 
to superintend the erection of the milling machinery. The 
mill ,vas a success as a piece of engin.e�rifig, but a serious 
loss was incurred by the capitalists engaged in the enter
prise, as it was set on fire a f e,v years afterwa1;d and en
tirely destroyed. Boulton: and Watt ,vere the prin�ipal 
losers, the former losing £6,000, and the latter £3,000. 

The valve-gear of this engine, a vie,v of which is given 
in Fig. 27, ,vas quite similar to that used on the Watt 
pumping-engine. The accompanying illustration (Fig. 32) 
represents this valve-motion as attached to the Albion J\tiills 

•engine. 
The steam-pipe, a b  d d e, leads the steam from the boiler 

to the chambers, b and e. The exhaust-pipe, {I g, leads 
from Ii and i to the condenser. In the sketch, the upper 
steam and the lo,ver exhaust valves, b and f, are opened, 
and the steam-valve, e, and exhaust-valve, c, are closed, the 
piston being near the upper end of the cylinder and de
scending. L represents the plug-frame, which carries tap
pets, 2 and 3, whicl1 engage the lever, s, at either end of its 
throw, and turn· the shaft, u, thus opening and closing c and 
·e simultaneously by means of the connecting-links, 13 and 
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14. A similar pair of tappets on the opposite sJde of the 
plug-rod move the valves, b andf, by means of the rods, 10 
and 11, the arm, 'I·, ,vhen struck by those tappets, turning 
the shaft, t, and thus moving the arms to ,vhich those 1·ods 
are attached. Counterbalance-weig·hts, carried on the ends 
of the arms, 4 and 15, retain the valves on -their seats when 
closed by the action of the tappets. When the piston 
nearly reaches the lo,ver end of the cylinder, the tappet, I, 

' 

F10. 82.-Valve-Gcar of the Albion MIiis Engine. 

engages the arm, r, closing the steam-valve, b, and the next 
instant shutting the exhaust-valve, f. At the same time, the . 
tappet, 3, by moving the arm, s, downward, opens the steam
valve, e, and the exhaust-valve, c. Steam now no longer 
issues �rom the_ steam-pipe into the space, c, and thence into 
the engine-cylinder (not shown in the sketch)e; but it nowe. 
enters the engine tlu·ough the valve, e, forcing the piston 

10 
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upwards . •  The exhaust is simultaneously made to occur at 
the upper end, the rejected steam passing from the engii1e 
into the space, c, and thence through c and the pipe, g, into 
the condenser. 

This kind of valve-gear ,vas subsequently greatly i1n� 
proved by Murdoch, Watt's ingenious and efficient fore
man, bute· it is now entirely superseded on engines of this 
class· by the eccentric, and the various forms of valve-gear 
driven by it. 

'l'he " trunk-engine " ,vas still another of the almost in
numerable inventions· of Watt. A half-trunk engine is 
described in his patent of 1784, as sho,vn in the accompa
nying sketch (Fig. 33), in ,vhich A is the cylinder, B the 

0 

c · 

FIG. 88.-Watt's Half-Trunk Engine, 1'18'. 

piston, and O its rod, encased in the half-trunk, .D. The 
. plug-rod, G, moves the single pair of valves by striking the 
catches, E and F, as was usual with Watt's ea1·lier engines. 
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Watt's steam-hammer was patented at the same time. 
It is seen in Fig·. 34, in }vhich A is the steam-cylinder and 
B its rod, the engine being evidently of the form just de
scribed. It ,vorks a beam, 0 0, which in turn, by the rod, 

, C .,..• .; C,, ..., 
1'•is D 

' 

/ N 

F10. 84.-The Watt Hammer, 1784. 

M, ,vorks the hammer-helve, LJ, and the hammer, L. '11he 
beam, F G, is a spring, and the block, N, the anvil. 

'\Vatt found it impossible to determine .the duty of his 
engines at all times by measurement of the work itself,. 
and endeavored to find a way of ascertaining th�. power
produced, by �scertaining the pressure of steam ,vithin 
the cylinder. This pressure ,vas so variable, and sub
Ject to sucl1 rapid as ,vell as extreme fluctuations, that 
he found it impossible to make use of the . steam-gauge 
constructed for use on the boiler. He ,vas thus d1·iven to 
invent a special instrument for this work, which he called 
the "steam-engine indicator.". This consisted of a little 
steam-cylinder containing a nicely-fitting piston, which 
moved ,vithout noticeable friction through a range whicl1 
was limited by the compression of a helical spring, by means 
of which the piston ,vas secured to the top of its cylinder. 
The distance through ,vhich the piston 1·ose ,vas propor
tional to the pressure exerted upon it, and a pointer at
tached to its rod traversed a scale upon ,vhich the })ressure 
per .square inch could be read. The lo,ver end of the in
strument being connected with the steam-cylinder of the 
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engine by a small pipe fitted with a cock, the opening of 
the latter permitted steam from the · engine-cylinder to fill 
the indicator-cylinder, and the pressure of stean1 ,vas al,vays 
the same in both cylinders. The indicator-pointer there
for� traversed the pressure-scale, alwayse exhibiting the· 
pressure existing at the instant in the cylinder of the engine. 
When the engine ,vas at rest and steam off, the indicator
piston stood at · the sa1ne level as ,vhen detachecl fro1n the 
engine, and tl1e pointer stood at O on the scale. When 
steam entered, the piston rose and fell with the fluctuations 
of pressuree; and ,vhen the exhaust-valve opened, discharg
ing the steam and producing a vacuum in the steam-cylin
der, the pointer of the indicator dropped belo,v O, showing· 
the degree of exhaustion. Mr. Southern, one of Watt's 
assistants, fitted the instrument with a sliding board, -nioved 
horizontally back,vard and forward by a cord or link-work 
connecting directly or indirectly with the engine-beam, and . 
thus giving it a motion ·coincident with that of the piston. 
This boarde· carried a piece of paper, upon ,vhich a pencil 
attached to · the indicator piston-rod dre,v a curve. The 
vertical height of any point on this curve above the base
line measured the pressure in the cylinder at the moment 
,vhen it was made, and the horizontal distance of the point 
from either end of the diagram determined the position, at 
the same moment, of the engine-piston. The curve. thus 
inscribed, called thee" indicator card," or indicator diagram, 
exhibiting every minute change in the pressure of stea1n in 
the engine, not only enabled the mean pressure and the 
po,ver of the engine to be determined by its measurement, ' 
but, to the eye of the expert engineer, it was a perfectly 
legible statement of the position of the valves of the engine,' 
and revealed aln1ost every.defect in the action of the engine 
,vhich could not 1·eadily be detected by external examina
tion. It has justly been called the " engineers' stethoscope," 
opening the other,vise inaccessible parts of the steam-engine. 
to the inspection of the engineer even more. satisfactorily. 
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than the stethoscope of the . physician gives him a kno,vl
edge of th� condition and working of organs contained 
within the human body. This indispensable and no,v fa
miliar engineers' instrument has since been modified and 
greatly improved in detail. 

The Watt engine had, by the const1·uction of the im-
provements described in the patents of 1782-'85, been given 
its distinctive form, and the great inventor subsequently 
did little more tha11 improve it by altering the forms and 
proportions of its details. As thus practically completed,e. 
it e1nbodied nearly all the essential feat1ires of the modern 
engine ; and, as ,ve have seen, the marked features of our 
latest practice-the use of the double cylinder for expan
sion, the cut-off valve-gear, and surf ace-condensation-had 
all been proposed, and to a lhnited extent introduced. The 

. gro,vth of the steam-engine has here ceased to be rapid, and 
the changes which followed the completion of the ,vork of 
James Watt have been minor improveµients, and rarely, if 
ever, real developments. 

Watt's mind lost none of its activity, howeve1·, for many 
years. He devised and patented a " smoke-consuming fur
nace," in which he led the gases produced on the introduc
tion of fresh fuel over the already incandescent coal, and 

-thus burned them completely. IIe used t,vo fires, ,vhich 
,vere coaled alternately. Even ,vhen busiest, also, he found 
time to pursue more purely scientific studies. With Boul
ton, he induced a .number of ,veil-known scientific men liv
ing·near Birmingham to join in the formation of a " Lunar 
Society," to meet monthly at the houses of its members,e" at 
the full of the moon." The time was tl1us fixed in order 
that those members who came from a distance should be 
able to drive home, after the meetings, by moonlight. 
Many such societies were then. in existence in England ; bu_t 
that at Birmingl1am was one of the largest and most dis
tinguished of theJU all. Boulton, vVatt, Drs. Small, Dar-
. ,vin, and Priestley, ,vere the leaders, and a1nong their occa-

0 
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sional visitors were IIerschel, Smeaton, and Banks. Watt 
called these meetings " Philosophers' meetings." It ,vas 
during the period of most active discussion at the " philoso
phers' meetingse" that Cavendish and Priestley ,vere experi-
1nenting with mixtures of ox:ygen and hydrogen, to deter
mine the nature of their combustion. Watt took muc·h 
interest in the subject, and, ,vhen informed by Priestley 
that he and Cavendish had both noticed a deJ)OSit of moist
ure invariably succeeding the explosion of the niixed · gases, 
,vhen contained in a cold vessel, and that the ,veight of this 
,vater ,vas approximately equal to the ,veight of the mixed 
gases, he at once came to the conclusion that the union of 
hydrogen ,vith oxygen produced water, the latter being a · 
cl1emical compound, of ,vhich the former ,vere constituents. 
He communicated this reasoning, ancl · the coilclusions to 
,vhich it had led him, to Boulton, in a letter written in De
cember, 1782, and addressed a letter some time after,vard 
to Priestley, which ,vas to have been read before the Royal 
Society in April, 1783. '11he letter ,vas not read, ho,vever, 
until a year later, and, three months after, a paper by Cav
endish, making the same announcement, had been laid before 
tlie Society. Watt stated that both Cavendish and Lavoi
sier, to ,vhom also the discovery is ascribed, received the 
idea from hin1. 

,-fhe action of chlorine in . bleaching organic coloring
matters, by (as since shown) decomposing tl1em and co1n1 
bining ,vith their hydrogen, ,vas made known to Watt by 
l\f. Berthollet, the distinguished French chemist, and the' 
former immediately introduced its use into Great Britain, 
by inducing his father-in-law, · Mr. Macgregor, to make a 
trial of it. 

The copartnership of Boulton & Watt terminated by 
limitation, and ,vith the expiration of the patents under 
,vhich they had been ,vorking, in the first year of the present 
century ; and both partners, no,v old and feeble, ,vithdre,v 
from active business, leaving their sons to renew the agree-

• 
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ment and to carry on the business under the same firm
style. 

Boulton, however, still interested himself in some 
- . branches of manufacture, especially in his mint, where he 

had coined many years and for several nations. 
Watt retired, a little later, to Ileathfield, where he 

passed the remain(ler of his life in peaceful enjoyment of 
the society of his friends, iii studies of all current matters 
of interest in science, as ·,vell as in engineering. One by 
one his old friends died-Black in 1799, Priestley, an exile 

· to Amc1�ica, in 1803, and Robison a little later. Boulton 
died, at the age of eighty-one, August 17, 1809, and even 
the loss of this nearest and clearest of his friends outside the 
family ,vas a less severe ·blo,v than that of his son Gregory, 
,vho died in 1804. 

Yet the great engineer and inventor v;as not depressed 
by the loneliness ,vhich ,vas gradually coining upon him. 
He ,vrote : " I  kno,v that all men must die, and I submit 
to the decrees of Nature, I hope, with (lue reverence to 
the Disposer of events ; " and neglected 110 opportunity to 
secure amusement or instruction, and kept body and mind 

. constantly occupied. He still attended the ,veekly meet
ings of the club, meeting Rennie and' 'l'elford, and otl1er· 
distinguished men of his own ancl the succeeding genera
tion. Ile lost nothing of his fondness for invention, and 
spent many months in devising a machine for copying 
statuary, ,vhich he had not perfected to his o,vn satisfac
tion at the time of his death; ten years later. This ma
chine was a kind of pentagraph, whicl1 could be ,vorked 
in any J)lane, and in ,vhich the marking-pencil gave place 
to a cutting-tool. The t�·acing-point followed the surface 
of the pattei·n, ,vhile the cutting-point, follo,ving its mo
tion precisely, formed a fac-simile in the material operated 
upon. 

In the year 1800 he invented the ,vater-main ,vhich ,vas 
laid do,vn by the Glasgo,v vVater-vV orks Company across 
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the Clyde. The joints ,vere spherical and articulated, like 
those of the lobster's tail. 

His ,vorkshop, of ·,vhich. a sketche· is hereafter gi�en, as 
d1·a,vn by .the artist Skelton, ,vas in the garret of his house, 
and was well - supplied ,vith tools and all kinds of laboratory . 
material. I-Iis lathe and his copying-machine ,vere -placed 
before the windo,v, and his ,vriting-desk in the corner. 
IIere he spent the greater part of his leisure· time, often 
even taking his meals in the little shop, rather than. go to 
the table for them. Even ,vhen very old, he occasionally 
n1ade a journey to London or Glasgo,v, calling on his old 
friends and studying the latest engineering devices and in
specting public ,vorks, and was every,vhere welcon1ed by · 
young.and old as the greatest living.engineer, or as the kind 
and ,vise friend of earlier days. 

He died·eAugust 19, 1819, in the ·eighty-third year of his 
age, and ,vas buried in Hands,vorth Church. The sculptor 
Chantrey .,vas employed to place a fitting monument above 
his grave, and the nation erected a statue of the great man 
in Westminster Abbey. 

This sketcl1 of the greatest of all the inventors of the 
steam-engin(f has been given no greater length than its sub
ject justifies. VVhether we consider Watt as the inventor 
of the standard steam-engine of the nineteenth century, as 
the scientific investigator of the physical principles upon 
,vhich the invention is· based, or as the builder and intro
ducer of the 1nost po,verful known instrument by ,vhich the 
" great sources of· po,ver in Nature are converted, adapted, 
and applied for the use and convenience of man," he is fully 
entitled to preeminence. His· character as a man ,vas no 
less admirable than as an engineer. 

•Smiles, Watt's most conscientious and indefatigable 
biographer, writes : 1 

" Son1e· n1011ths since, ,ve visited the little garret at 

1 " Life of \V ntt," p. 512. 
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IIeathfield in ,vhich· Watt pursued · the investigations 
of l1is later years. The room had been carefttlly locked 

up since his (leath, and had only once been swept out. 
Everything lay very 1nuch as he left it. The piece of 
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iron which he ,vas last employed in turning, lay on the 
lathe. 'l'he ashes of the last fire were i11 the grate ; the laste. 
bit of coal ,vas in the scuttle. rrhe Dutch oven was in its 
place over the stove, and the frying-pan in ,vhich. he cooked 
l1is mea.ls was hanging on its accustomed nail.. Many ob- · 
jects lay about or in. the drawers, indicating the pursuits 
which had been interrupted by death-busts, medallions, 
and figures, ,vaiting to be copied by the copying-machine
many medallion-n1oulds, a store of plaster-of-Paris, and a· 
box of plaster ·casts from London, the contents of which do 
not seem to have been disturbed. Here a1·e Watt's ladles 
for melting lead, his foot-1·ule, his glue-pot, his hammer. 
Reflecting mirrors, an extemporized camera with the lenses 
mounted o� pasteboard, and ma11y cam'era-glasses laid about, 
indicate interrupted experiments in optics. 'l'here are quad-
1·ant-glasses,e. compasses, scales, ,veights, and sundry boxes 
· of mathematical instruments, once doubtless highly prized. 
In one place a model of the governor, in another of the 
parallel-motion, and in a little box, fitted with wooden cyl
inders mounted ,vith paper and covered witl1 figures, is ,vhat 
we suppose to be a model of his calculating-machine. On 
the shelves are minerals and chemicals in pots and jars, on 
,vhich tl1e dust of nearly half a century has settled. The 
moist s�bstances have long since dried up ; the putty has 
been turned to stone, and the paste t� dus�. On one shelf 
,ve come upon a dish in ,vhich lies a withered bunch of 
grapes. On the floor, in a corner, near to where W at.t sat 
and ,vorked, is a hair-trunk-a touching memorial of a long
past love and a long-dead sorro,v. It contains all poo_r 
Gregory's school-books, his first attempts at ,vriting, his 
boy's drawings of battles, his first school-exercises down to 
his college�themes, his delectuses, his grammars, his diction• 
aries, and �is class-books-brought into this retired 1·oom, 
where the father's eye could rest upon them. Near at hand 
is the sculpture-1nachine, on ,vhich he continued ,vorking· to. 
the last. Its wooden fran1e is "Torm-eaten, an(l <lropping 
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into dust, like the hands that made it. But though the 
great workman is gone to rest, with all his griefs and cares, 
and his handi,vork is fast crumbling to decay, the spirit of 
his work, the thought whicl1 he put into his inventions, still 
survives, and ,viii probably continue to 

. 
influence the desti-

nies of his race for all time to come." 
. 

rrhe visitor to Westminster Abbey ,vill find neither mon
arch, nor ,varrior, nor statesman, nor poet, h_onored ,vith a 
nobler ep1 taph than · that which is inscribed on the pedestal 

·of Chan trey's monu1nent to Watt : 

NoT TO PERPETUATE A NAME, 

WHICH MUST ENDURE WHILE THE PEACE1''UL ARTS FLOURISH, ' 

BUT TO sno,v 

THAT MANKIND IIAVE LEARN'!' 'fO HONOR THOSE Yt'IfO DES'l' DESERVE THEIR 

GRATITUDE, 

T II E  l{ I N  G, 

111S MJNIS'l'ERS, AND MANY OF THE NODLES AND COMMONERS OF THE REALM, _ 
RAISED THIS MONUMENT TO 

J A M E S  W A T T ,  

,vuo, DIRECTING THR FORCE OF AN ORIGINAi, GENIUS, 

· EARLY EXERCISED IN PHILOSOPHIC RESEARCH, 

TO 'l'HE IMPROVEMENT OF 

T II E S T E  A M - E N G  I N E ,  

ENLARGED THE RESOURCES OF HIS COUNTRY, _ INCREASED THE POWER OF MAN1 

AND ROSE TO AN EMINENT PLACE 

A.MONG THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS FOLto,vERS OF SCIENCE AND THE REAL 
. . 

DENEl!'ACTORS OF THE WORLD, 

BORN AT GnEt-:NocK, MDCCXX.XVI. 

DIED A'l' HEATHFIELD, IN . STAFFORDSHIRE, }IDCCOXIX. 
/ 
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. ,�... . 
Tomb of James \Vntt, 

SECTION II.-T11E CoNTE1tIPORAR1Es OF JA11Es WA'rT. 

In the chronology of the stean1-engine, the contempora-
1·ies of Watt have been so completely overshadowed by the 
greater and more successful inventor, as to have been almost 
forgotten by the biographer and by the student of history. 
Yet, among the engineers and engine-builders, as ,vell as 
among the inventors of his day, Watt found 1nany enterpris� 
ing rivals and keen competitors. Some of these 1nen, had • 
they _enot been so completely fettered by Watt's patents,
would have probably done ,vork which would have entitled 
them to far higher honor than has been 'accorded them. 

WILLI.Al{ 1\'IuRoocH ,vas one of the men to whom vVatt, 
no less than the world, ,vas greatly indebted. For many years 
he ,vas the assistant, friend, and coadjittor of Watt ; and it 
is to his ingenuity that ,ve are to give credit for not only 

http:WILLI.Al
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inany independent inventions, but also for the suggestions 
and improvements · ,vhich ,vere often indispensable to tho 
:formation and perfection of some of vVatt's o,vn inventions. 

l\'lurdoch ,vas employed by Boulton & vVatt in 17'i'G, . 
and \Vas made superintendent of construction in the engine 
department, and given general charge of the erection of en
gines. He was sent into Cornwall, and spent in that district 
much of the time during which he served the firn1, · erect
ing pumping-engines, the construction of which for so 
many years constituted a large part of the businesse. of the 

' Soho establishment. He ,vas looked upon. by both Boulton 
and Watt as a sincere friend, as ,veil as a loyal adherent, . 
and from 1810 to 1830 ,vas given a partner's share of the 
income of the firm, and a salary of £1,000. He retired·from 
business at the last of the two dates 11amed, and, dying in 
1839, was buried near tl1e t,vo partners in Hands,vorth 
Church. 

Murdoch made a model, in 1784, of the· locomotive J)at
ented by Watt in that year. He devised the arrangement 
of "sun-and-planet wheels," adopted for a time in all of 
Watt's "rotativee": engines, and invented the oscillating 
steam-engine (Fig. 36) in 1785, using· the " D-slide valves," 
G, moved by the gear, E, which was driven by an eccentric 
on the shaft, without regard to the oscilJation of the cyl
inder, .Li. Ile was the inventor of a rotary engine and of 
many minor machines for special purposes, and of many 
machine-tools used at Soho in building engines and ma- . 
cliines. I-le seen1s, like Watt, to have had special fondness 
fo�· the worm-gear, and introduced it ,vherever it could 
properly take the place of ordinary gearing. Some of the 
machines designed by Watt and l\'lurdoch, ,vho al,vays 
worked ,vell �ogether, ,vere found still in use and in good 
working condition by the author when visit_ing the works at 
Soho in 1873 . .  'l'be old mint in ,vhich, from 1797 to 1805, 
Boulton had coined 4,000 tons of copper, had then been 
pulled down, and a nc,v mint had been erected in 1860. 
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Many old machines still remained about the establishment 
as souvenirs of the three great mechanics. 

Fto. 86.-l\fu1·doch's Oscillating Engino, 1785. 

\ .

Outside of Soho, Murdoch also found ample employment 
for his inventive talent. In 1792, while at Redruth, his 
residence before finally returning to Soho, he was 'led to 
speculate upon the possibility of utilizing the illuminating 
qualities of coal-gas, and, convinced of its practicability, h€, 
laid the subject before the Royal Society in 1808, and was 
a,varded the Rumford gold medal. Ile had, ten yeai•s ear
lier, lighted a part of the Soho woi·ks ,vith coal-gas, and in 
1803 Watt authorized him to extend his pipes throughout
all the buildings. Several manufacturers promptly intro
duced the new light, and its use extended very rapidly.

Still another of Murdoch's favorite schen1es was the 
"transmission of .po,ver by the usee. of C4:>inpressed air. He 
drove the pattern-shop engine at Soho by me�ns of air. from 
the blo,ving-engine in the foundery, and erected a pneumatic 
lift to elevate castings from the founde1·y-floor to the cari'al-
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bank. He made a steam-gun, · introduced the heating of 
buildings by the circulation of hot ,vater, and invented the 
method of transmitting packages through tubes by th:e im
pulse of compressed air, as no,v practised by the "pneu
matic dispatch " companies. He died at the age of eighty
five years. 

Among tl1e most active and formidable of Watt's busi
ness 1·ivals ,vas JON ATHAN HoRNBLo,vER, the patentee of 
the "compounde" or double-cylinder engine. ..t\ sketch of 
this . engine, as patented by Hornblo,ver in 1781, .is . here 
given (Fig. 87). It was first described by the inventor in 
the " Encyclopredia Britannica." It consists, as is seen by 
reference to the engraving, of t,vo stean1-cylinders, A and 
B-A being the lo,v and B the high pressure cylinder-the 
steam leaving the latter being exhausted into tl1e former, 
and, after doing its work ther�, passing into the condenser, 
as _ealready described. -The piston-rods, 0 and I), are both 
connected to the same part of the bea1n by chains, as in the 
other early engines. These rods pass through stuffing-boxes 
in the cylinder-heads, ,vhich are fitted up like those seen on 
the Watt engine. Steam is led to the engine througl1 the 
pipe, G Y, and cocks, a, b, c, and d, are adjustable, as 1·e
quii�ed, to lead steam into and from the cylinders, and are 
moved by the plug-rod, W, ,vhich actuates handles. not 
sho,vn. ICis the exhaust-pipe leading to the condenser. V 
is the engine feed-pump rod, and X the great 1·od carrying 
the pump-buckets at the botton1 ;of the shaft. 

The cocks c and a being open and b and d shut, the 
steam passes from the boiler into the upper pa1·t of the 
steam-cylinder, B ; and the communication bet-\vee� the 
- lo,ver part of B and t4e top of A is also open. Before 
starting, steam being shut off from the engine, the great 
weight of the pump-rod, X, causes that end of the beam to 
preponde1·ate, the pistons standing, as shown, at the top of 
their 1·espective steam-cylinders. 

The engine being freed from all air by opening all the 
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valves and permitting tbe steam to drive it through the en
gine and out of the condenser through the " snifting-valve," 
0, the valves b and d are closed, and the cock: in  the ex
haust-pipe opened. 

The steani beneath the piston of the large cylinder is 
immediately condensed, and the pressure on the upper side 

" 

· • F10. 87.-Hornblower's Compound Engine, 1181. 

of that piston causes i� to descend, carrying that end of the 
beam ,vith it, and raising the opposite end ,vith the pump
rods and their attachments. • At the same time, the stea1n 
from the lo,ve1,.·end of the small high-pressure cylinder being 
let.into the upper end of the larger cylinder, the completion
of tl1e stroke finds a cylinder full of steam trans£ er1·ed from 
the one to the other ,vith corresponding increase of volume 
and decrease of pressure. "\iVhile expanding and diminish
ing in pressure as it passes from tl1e smaller into the largere· 
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cylinder, this charge of steam gradually resists less and less 
the pressure of the steam from the boiler on the upper side 
of the piston of the small cylinder, B, and the net result is 
the movement of the engine by · pressures exerted on the 
upper sides of both pistons and against pressures of less in
tensity on the under sides of both. The pressures in the 
lo,ver part of the small cylinder, in the upper part of the 
large cylinder, and in the communicating passage, are evi
dently all equal at any given time. 

When the pistons have reached the bottoms of their 1·e-
spective cylinders, the valves at the top of the small cylin-

- der, B, and at the bottom of the large cylinder, A, are 
closed, and the valves c and d are opened. Steam fron1 
the boiler now enters beneath the piston of the small cyl
inder ? the steam in the larger cylinder is exhausted into 
the condenser, and the steam already in the small cylinder 
passes over into the large cylinder, following up the piston 
as it rises. 

Thus, at eacl1 stroke a sinall cylinder full of steam is 
taken from the boiler, and the same weight, occupying the 
volume of the larger cylinder, is exhausted into the con
denser from the latter cylinder. 

Ref erring to the method of operation of this engine, 
Prof. Robison demonstrated that the effectn. produced ,vas 

" . . . . . . . . .the same as tn Watt's s1ngle-cyl1nder eng1ne--a fact which 
is comprehended in the la,v enunciated_ many_ years later by· 
Rank,ine, that, " so far as the theoretical action of the steam 
on the piston is concerned, it is immaterial ,vhether the 
expansion takes place in one cylinder, or in t,vo or more 
cylinders." It was found, in practice, that the Hornblower 
engine was n:o more economical than the Watt e�gine ; 
and that erected at the Tin Croft Mine, Cornwall, in 1792, 
did even less ,vork ,vith the same fuel than the Watt en-

•g1nes. 
Hornblo,ver was prosecuted by Boulton & . Watt for 

infringement. The · suit was decided against him, and he 
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was imprisoned in default. of payment of the royalty, and 
fine demanded. He died a disappointed and impoverished 
inan. The plan thus unsuccessfully introduced by Horn
blower was subsequently modified and adopted by others 
among the contemporaries of Watt ; and, with highere.steam 
and the use of the Watt condenser, the " compound" grad
ually became a standard type of steam-engine. 

Arthur Woolf, in 1804, re-introauced the Hornblo�e1· or 
Falck engine, with its t,vo steam-cylinders; using steam of 
higher tension. His first engine was built for a brewery in 
London, and a considerable number were subsequently 
made. Woolf expanded his steam· from six to nine times, 

. I

and the pumping-engines built from his plans were said to 
have raised about 40,000,000 pounds one foot high per bushel 
of coals, ,vhen the Watt engine ,vas 1·aising but little more 
than 30,000,000. In one case, a duty of 57,000,000 was 
claimed. 

The most successful of those competitors of Watt who 
endeavo1·ed to devise a peculiar form of pumping·-engine, 
which should have the efficiency of that of Boulton & Watt, 
and the necessary advantage in first cost, were WILLIAM 
BuLL and RICHARD TREVITHICK. 1 The accompanying 
illustration shows the design, which was then known af:! 
the "Bull Cornish Engine." 

The steam-cylinder, a, is carried on wooden beams, b, ·
extending aci·oss the engine-house directly over the pump-· 
well. The piston-rod, c, is secured to the . pun1p-rods,· 
d d, the cylinder. being inve1'ted, and the pumps, e, in the 
shaft, f, are thus operated ,vithout the intervention of 
the beam invariably seen in Watt's engines. A connect
ing-rod, g, �ttached to the pump-rod and to the end of a 
balance-beam, Ii, opei•ates the latter, and is counterbalanced 
·by a weight, i. The rod, j, serves both as a plug-rod and 
as an air-pump connecting-rod. A snifting-valve, k, opens 

J For an exceedingly interesting and very faithful account of their 
work, see "Life of Richard Trevithick,". by F. T1·evitbick, London, 18'72. 
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when the eng!ne is blown through, and relieves the con
denser and air-pum,p, l, of all air. The rod, m, operates a 

• 

i 

F10. 88.-Bull's Pumping-Engine 1798. 

solid air-pump piston, the valves of the pump being placed 
on eith�r side at the base, instead of in the pump-bucket, as 
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in Watt's engines. The condensing-water cistern was a 
wooden tank, n. A jet "pipe-condenser," o, · was used 

... instead of a jet condenser of the form adopted by other 
makers, and was supplied with ,vater through the cock, JJ. · 
The plug-rod, q, as it rises and falls with the pump-rods 
and balance-beam, operates the " gear-handles," 11· 1·, and 
opens and closes the valves, s s, at the required points in 
the stroke. The attendant works 

> 

these valves by hand, in 
starting, · from the floor, t. The operation of the engine 
is similar to that of a Watt engine. It is still in use, 
with a fe,v modifications and improvements, and is a very 
economical and durable machine. It has not been as gen
erally adopted, however, as it ,vould probably have been had 
not the legal proscription of Watt's patents so seriously inter
£ ered ,vith its introduction. Its simplicity and lightness are 
decided advantages, and its designerH are entitled to great 
credit for their boldness and ingenuity, as displayed in their 
application of the minor devices which distinguish the en
gine. The design is probably to 1:,e credited to Bull origi
nally ; but Trevithick built some of · these engines, and is 
supposed to have greatly improved them ,vhile working 
,vith Ed,vard Bull, the son of the inventor, William Bull. 
One of these engines was erected by them at the Herland 
l\tline, Cornwall, in 1798, which had a steam-cylinder
60 inches in diameter, and was built on the plan just de� 
scribed. 

Another of the contemporaries of James Watt was a 
clergyman, En,v ARD CART,vRIGHT, the distinguished inven
tor of the po,ver-loom, and of the first machin� ever used in 

. combing wool, "Tho revived Watt's plan of surface-conden
sation in a some,vhat modified form. Watt had made ·a 
" pipe-condenser," similar in plan to those now often used, 
but had simply immersed it in a tank of ,vater, instead of in 
a constantly-flowing stream. Cartwright proposed to use 
two concentric cylinders or spheres, bet,veene. which the 
steam entered when exhausted from the cylinder of the en-

I 
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gine, and was condensed by contact with the metal surfaces. 
Cold water within the smaller and surrounding the exterior 
vessel kept the · 1netal cold, and absorbed the heat dis
charged by the condensing vapor.

Cartwright's engine is best described in the PliilosoJJlii
cal 1lfagazin,e of June, 1798, from ,vhich the accompanying 
sketch is copied. 

l<'IG. 89.- Cnrt\vright's Engine, 1798. 

The object of the inventor is stated to have been to 
remedy the defects of the Watt engine-imperfect vacuum, 
friction, and complication. 

In the figure, the steam-cylinder takes· steam through 
the pipe, B. . The piston, R, has a rod extending down
ward to the smaller pump-piston, G, and upwa1·d to the 
cross-head, ,vhich, i n  turn, drives the cranks above, by 
means of connecting-rods. The shafts thus turned are con-
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nected by a pair of gears, JI[ L, of which one d1·ives a_ 
pinion on the shaft of the fly-,vheel. .D is the exhaust
pipe leading to. the condenser, Jl'; and the pump, G, re
moves the air and ,vater of� condensation, forcing it into 
the hot-,vell,. I£, ,vhence it is returned to the boiler through 
the pipe, L A float in H adjusts an air-valve, so as to 
·keep a supply of air in the cha1nber, to serve as a cushion 
and to make an air-chamber of the reservoir, and permits 
the excess to escape. The large tank contains the water 
supplied ·for condensing the stean1. 

'l'he piston, R, is made of metal, and is packed with 
t,vo sets of cut metal rings, force·d out against the sides of 
the cylinder by steel springs, the 1·ings being cut at three 
points in the circumference, and kept in place by the springs. 
The arrangement of the two cranks, with their shafts and 
gears, is intended to supersede Watt's plan for securing a 
perfectly rectilinear movement of the head of the piston
rod, ,vithout friction. 

In the accounts given ofe· this en gin�, great stress is laid 
upon the supposed important advantage here offered, by the 
introduction .of- the surface-condenser, of permitting the em
ployment of a ,vorking-fluid other . than steam-as, for ex
ample, alcohol, which is too _evaluable to be lost. It was 
proposed to use the engine in connection with a still, and 
thus to effect great economy by making the fuel do double 
cluty. The only part of th� plan ,vhich proved both novel 
and valuable was the metallic packing and piston, ,vhich 
has not yet been superseded. The engine itself never can1e _ ' 
into use. 

At this point, the history of the steam-engine becomes 
the story of its applications in several different· directions, 
the most important of ,vhich are the raising of water
which had hitherto been its only application-the locomo
tive-engine, the driving of mill-machinery, and steam-navi
gation. 

Here ,ve take leave of James Watt and of his contempo-
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raries, of the f or1ner of whom a French author 1 says : " The 
part which he played in the mechanical applications of the 
po,ver of steam can only be compared to that of Newton in 
astronomy and of Shake.speare in poetry." Since the time 
of Watt,. improvements have· been made principally in mat. 

, ters of meree· detail, and in the extension of the range of 
application of the steam-engine. 2 

· • Bataille, " Traito des Machines a Vapeur," Paris, 184'7. 
2 See " Stationary Engines for Electric Lighting,,, New York, 1884, 

" Manual of Steam-Engines," New York, 1890, by the author, for more 
formal discussion. 

• 
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	A:a1Es vVATT ,vas of an humble lineage, and ,vas born at Greenock, then a little Scotch fishing village, but now a considerŁble and a busy to,vn, which annually launches 
	J

	Figure
	James Watt. 
	upon the waters of the Clyde a fleet of steamships ,vhose engines are probably, in the aggTegate, far more po,verful • than were all the engines in the ,vorld at the date of vV att's birth, January 19, 1736. II is grandfather, Thomas Watt, of Cra,vfordsdyke, near Greenock, ,vasa well-known mathematician about the year 1700, and ,v.as £ or many years a schoolmaster at that place. 1-Iis fat her was a prominent citizen of Greenock, and ,vas at various times chief magistrate and treasurer of the to,vn. James 
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	once to amuse him and to give him a dexterity and familiarity ,vith their use that must undottbtedly have been of inestimable value to him in after-life, 
	· 

	l\'I. Arago, the eminent French philosopher, ,vho wrote one of the earliest and most interesting biographies of vVatt,-relates anecdotes of him ,vhich, if correct, illustrate 
	.
	.

	, well his thoughtfulness and his intelligence, as ,vell as the mechanical bent of the boy's mind. He is said, at the age of six years, to have occupied himself during leisure hours with the solution of geometrical -problems ; and Arago dis-_ covers, in a story in wh).cl1 lie is described as experimenting ,vith the tea-kettle,1 his earliest -investigations of tl1e nature and properties of steam. . '1Vhen finally sent to the village school, his ill health p1·evented his making rapid ·progress ; and it. ,vas 
	· 
	.show tl1at he ,vascapable of taking the lead in his class, and to exhibit 1iis ability. in the study, particularly, of mathematics. His spare _time was principally spent in sketching with his pencil, in carving, and in working at the bench, both in wood and metal. He made many ingenious pieces of mechanism, and some be3:utiful models. His favorite work seemed to be the repairing of nautical in�truments, Among other pieces of apparatus made by the boy was a very fine ba1Tel-organ. Inboyhood, asin after-lif
	. 
	. 

	· 
	At the age _of eighteen, Watt was sent to Glasgow, tl1ere . to. reside ·,vith his mother's relŁtives, and to learn the trade of a mathematical-instrument maker. The mechanic ,vith ,vhom he ,vas placed ,vas soon found, too indolent, or ,vas oth_er,vise incapable of giving much aicl in the project, and Dr. Dick, of the University of Glasgo,v, ivith ,vhom Watt became acquainted, advised him to go to London. 1\.ccord-
	.

	The sa1ne story is told of Savery and of \Vorccstcr. 
	· 
	1 
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	ingly, he set out in June, 1755, for the metropolis, where, on 
	. 

	. 
	his arrival, he arranged with Mr. John Morgan, in Cornhill, to work Ł year at his chosen business, receiving as compen-sation 20 guineas. At the end of the year he was compelled, by serious ill-health, t9 return home. 
	-
	-


	Having become restored to heaith, he went again to Glasgow in 1756, with the intention of pursuing his calling there. But, not being the son of a burgess, and not having served bis apprenticeship in the town, he was-forbidden by the guilds, or trades-unions, to open a .shop in Glasgow.· Dr. Dick came to his aid, and employed him to 1·epair some apparatus whichhad been bequeathed to the college. He 
	·
	· 

	/ was finally allo,ved the use of three rooms in the University building, its authorities not being under the municipal rule. He remained here until 1760, when,the trades no longer objecting, he took a shop in the city ; and in 1761 moved again, into a shop on the north side of the Trongate, ,vhere he earned a scanty living without molestation, and still kept up his connection with the college. He did some 1Vork as a civil engineer in the neighborhood of · Glasgo,v, but soon gave up all other employment, an
	· 
	· 
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	In his o,vn experiments he used, at first, apothecaries' and hollow canes for steam reservoirs and pipes, and ater a Papin's digester and a common syringe. The latter ' mbination made a non-condensing . engine, in ,vhich he m at a pressute of 15 pounds per square inch. alv·e was ,vorked byhand, and Watt · sa,v · that· an ic valve-gear only ,vas needed to make a ,vorking machine. Thisexperiment, however, led to no practical really took hold of the Ne,vcomen model, ,vhich ad been Qbtained from London, ,vhere
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	,vas quite incapable of furnishing steam enough to work the engine. It was about nine inches in diameter; the steamcylinder was two inches in diameter, and of six inches stroke of piston, arranged as in Fig. 24, ,vhich is a picture of the model as it now appears. It is retained among the most carefully-preserved treasures of theUniversity of Glasgo,v. 
	·

	Figure
	Fm. 24.-The Newcomen Model, 
	Watt made a ne,v boiler forthe experimental investigation on which he ,vas about to enter, and arranged it in such a manner that he could measure the quantity of water evaporated and of steam used at every stroke of the engine. 
	· 

	· He soon discovered that it required but a very small quantity of steam to heat a very large quantity of ,vater, and immediately atte1npted to determine ,vith precisio1Ł the relative ,veights of steam and ,vater in the steam-cylinder ,vhen condensation took place at the do,vnŁstroke of th,
	-
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	engine, and thus independently proved the existence of that "latent heat," the discovery of which constitutes, also, one of the greatest of Dr. Black's claims to distinction. Watt at once went to Dr. Black and related the remarkable fact ,vhich he had thus d�tected, and ,vas, in turn, taught by Black the character of the phenomenon as it had been explai11ed to his classes by the latter some little time previously. '\Vatt found that, at the boiling-point, his steam, condensing, ,vas capable of heating six
	Perceiving that steam, ,veight for ,veight even, was a vastly greater . absorbent and reservoir of heat than ,vater, Watt saw plainly the impoi·tance of taking greater ·care to economize it than had previously been customary. He first attempted to economize in the boiler, and made boilers ,vith wooden "shells," in order to prevent losses by conduction and radiation, and used a larger number of flues to secure more complete absorption of the heat from . the furnacegases. Jie also covered his steam-pipes ,vi
	· 

	First, the dissipation of l1eat by the cylinder itself, 
	,vhich ,vas of brass, and ,vas both a good conductor· and a 
	. 
	Ł

	good radiator. 
	Secondly, the loss of heat consequent upon the necessity 
	of cooling do,vn the cylinder at _every stroke, in producing 
	,

	the vacuum. 
	Thirdly, the loss of· po,ver due to the pressure of vapor beneath the piston, ,vhich ,vas a consequence of the imperfect method of condensation. 
	·
	. 
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	He first made a cylinder of non-conducting material1vood soaked in oil and then baked-and obtained a decided advantage in economy of steam. I-le then conducted a series of very accurate experiments upon the temperature and p1:essure of steam at such points on the scale as he could readily reach, and, constructing a curve ,vith his results, the abscesses representing temperatures and the pressures being 1·epresented by the ordinates, he ran the curve back,vard until he had obtained closely-approximate meas
	-
	° 
	. 
	-

	. ,vater used in the Ne,vcomen engine, bringing the tempertu1·e of the interior, as he found, do,vn to from 140eto 175
	a
	° 
	° 

	Fahr., a very considerable back-pressure would be n1et with. 
	Continuing his ·examination still further, he measurede. the amount of steam used at each stroke, and, comparing it with the quantity that ,vould just fill the cylinder, he found that at least three-fou1·ths v,as 'UJasted. The quantity -of 
	.cold ,vater necessary to produce the condensation of a given,veight of steam ,vas next determined ; and he found that one pound of steam contained enough heat to raise about six pounds of cold water, as used for condensation, from the temperature of 52eto the boiling-pointe; and, going still further� he found that he ,vas compelled to use, at each stroke of the N e,vcomen engine, f ou1· tinies as mucli injection-water as should su:ffice to condense a cylinder .full of 
	· 
	° 

	steam. This confirmed his previous conclusion that threefourths of the heat supplied to the engine ·,vas ,vasted. · 
	Watt had now, _therefore, determined by. his o,vn re. the follo,ving factse: 
	sea1·ches; as he himself enumerates them,
	1

	" 1. The , capacities for heat of iron, copper, and of some sorts of wood,as compared ,vith ,vater. 
	· 

	" 2. The bulk of steam compared with that of water. •
	'. 

	Robison's "Mechanical Philosophy,'.' edited by Brewster, 
	1 

	• 
	' 
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	"3. Th_e quantity of water evaporated in a certain boiler by a pound of coal. 
	. 

	"4. The elasticities of steam at various temperatures · 
	greater than that of boilingwater, and an approximation to 
	· 

	the la,v ,vhich it follo,vs at other temperatures. 
	�' 5. Ho,v much water in tpe for1n of steam :was required every stroke by a sn1all N ewcomen engine, with a wooden cylinder 6 inches in diameter and 12 inches stroke. 
	"6. The quantity of cold water required in every stroke to condense the steam in that cylinder, so as to give it a working-po,ver of about 7 pounds on the square inch." 
	·

	After these ,veil-devised and truly scientific investigations, Watt was enabled to enter upon his work of improving the steam-engine with an intelligent understanding of its existing defects, and with a knowledge of their cause. Watt soon sa,v that, in order to reduce the losses in the working of the steam in the steam-cylinder, it would be necessary to find some means, as he said, to keep the cyliQder " al,vays as hot as the steam that entered it," notwithstanding the great fluctuations of temperature 
	· 
	· 

	He sayse: "I had gone to take a ,valk on a fine Sabbath afternoon. I had entered the Green by the. gate at the foot of Charlotte street, and had passed tl1e old washing-house. I was thinking upon tl1e engine at the time, and had gone as far as the herd's house, when the idea came into my mind that, as steam was an elastic body, it ,vould rush into a vacuum, and, if a communication were made between the cylinder and an exhausted vessel, itwould rush into it, and might be there condensed without cooling th
	1 
	· 
	-

	1 "Reminiscences of Ja1nes Watt," Robert Hart; " Transactions of the 
	Glasgow Archreological Society," 1859. 
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	cylinder. I then sa,v that I must get rid of the condensed steam and injection-,vater if I used a jet, as in N e,vcomen's engine. T,vo ,vays of doing this occur1·ed to me : Fi1·st, the water 1night be run off by a descending pipe, if an offlet could be got at the depth of 35 or 36 feet, and any air might be extracted by a small pu1np. 'l'he second was, to make the pump large enough to extract both water and air." "I had not ,valked farther than the Golf-house, when the ,vhole thing ,vas arranged in my mind
	Ref erring to this invention, vVatt said to Prof. Jardine : " When analyzed, the invention ,vould not appear so great · 
	1 

	· 
	as it see1ned to be. In the state in which I found the 
	stean1-engine, it ,vas no great effort of mind to observe that 
	the quantity of fuel necessary to make, it work ,vould 
	· 
	forever prevent its extensive utility. The next step in my progress was equally easy-to inquire what was the cause of the great consumption of fuel. This, too, ,vas 1·eadily suggested, viz., the ,vaste of fuel ,vhich ,vas necessary to bring the whole cylinder, piston, and adjacent partsfrom the coldness of water td the heat of steam, no fewer than from 15 to 20 times in a minute." It was by pursu�ing this train of thought that he was led to devise the sepa1·ate condenser.e
	· 
	· 

	On Monday morning Watt proceeded to make an experimental test of his ne,v invention, using for his steam�cylinder and piston a large b1·ass su1·geon's-syringe, l ¾-inch diameter and 10 inches long. At each end ,vas a pipe leading steam from the boiler, and fitte::d ,vith a cock to act as a steam-valve. A pipe led also from the top of the cylinder to the condenser, the syringe being inverted and the piston-rod hanging d9,vn,va1·d for convenience. The condenser was made of two pipes of thin tin plate, 10
	· 

	"Lives of Boulton and Watt," Smiles • 
	1 

	. ' 
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	with a horizontal pipe of larger size, and fitted ,vith a "snifting-valve." Another vertical pipe, about an inch in diameter, ,vas connected to the condenser, and was fitted with a piston, with a view to using it as an "air-pump." The whole was set in a cistern. of cold ,vate_r. The pistonrod of the little steam-cylinder ,,as drilled from end to end to permit the ,vater to be 1·emoved f1·om the cylinder. This little model (Fig. 25) worked very satisfactorily, and the perfection of the vacuum was such that 
	.
	r

	' 
	\ 
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	sketch. A larger model ,vas immediately afterward construct�,d, and the result of its test confirmed fully the anticipationwhich had been a,vakened by the first experiment.
	Ł

	Having taken this first step and made such a radical improvement, the success of this inv�ntion was no. soonere· determined than others followed in rapid succession, as consequences of, the exigencies arisig from the first change· in
	_n
	the old N ewcomen engine. But in the working out of the 
	·e:forms and proportions of the details of the new engine,even· Watt's po,verful mind, stored as it was with happily-combined cientific and practical informati0n, 1vas Łcc:upied 
	. 
	;
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	for years.· In attacl?-ing ths separate condenser, he first attempted surface-condensation ; but this not succeeding ,veil, he substituted the jet. Some provision became at once necessary for preventing the filling of. the condenser ,vith ,vater. 
	Watt at first intended adopting the expedient which had ,vorked satisfactorily ,viththe less. effective condensation of Ne,vcomen's engine-i. e., leading a pipe from the condenser. to a depth greater than the height of a column of ,vate1Ł which could be countei·balanced by the pressure of the atmosphere ; but he subsequently employed the air-pump, which relieves the condenser not only of the ,vater, but of the air which also usually collects in considerable volume in the condenser, and viti_ates the vacuum.
	· 
	·

	He accordingly not only covered the top, but surrounded the ,vhole cylinder with an external ca.sing, or "steam-jacket," and allowed the steam from the boiler to pass around the steam-cylinder and to press upon the upper surface of the piston, ,vhere its pressure was variable at pleasure, and there£ ore more manageable than that of the atmosphere. It also; besides keeping the · cylinder hot, could do comparatively little harm should it leak by the piston, as it could be condensed, and thus readily disposed
	.

	,vhen he had concluded to build the larger experimental engine, ,vatt determined to give his ,vhole time and attention to the ,vork, and l1ired a room in an old deserted 
	. 
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	pottery near the Broomielaw. Here he ,vorked with a mechanic-John Gardiner, ,vhom he had taken into his em
	-

	. ' 
	ploy�uninterruptedly for many weeks. l\ieantime, through his friend Dr. Black, probably, he had made the acquaintance of Dr. :ftoebuck, a ,vealthy physician, ,vho had, ,vith other Scotch capitalists, just founded the celebrated Carron Iron-Works, and had opened a correspondence ,vith him, in ,vhich he kept that gentleman informed of the progress 9f his ,vork on tl1e new engine. 
	'l,his engine had a steam-cylinder, V\att tells us, of "five 
	T

	· or six " inches diameter, and of t,vo feet stroke. It ,vas of copper, smooth-hamrnei·ed, but not bored out, and " not very true." This ,vas encased in another cylinder _of ,vood. In August, 17'65, he tried-the small engine, and ,vrote Dr. Roebuck that he had l1ad "good success." although themachine was very imperfect. " On turning the exhausting-:cock, the piston, when not loaded_, ascended as quick as the blow of a hammer,' and as quick when loaded ,vith 18 pounds (being 7 pounds on the inch) as it ,vou
	. 
	if it had had 

	1·�ady for trial, ,vas still very imperfect. It nevertheless did good work for so rude a machine. . --VVatt ,vas no� reduced to poverty, and, aftei• borro,ving consid�rable sums from friends, he was finally compelled to give up his scheme for the time, and to seek employment in order to provide for his family. During an interval of about t,vo years he supported himself by surveying, and by the work of exploring coal-fields in the" neighborhood of Glasgo,v for the magistrates of the city. He did not, ho,vev
	, 
	· 
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	Roebuck t,vo-thirds of the patent. Another engine was next built, having a steam-cylinder seven or eight inches in diameter, ,vhich was finished in 1768. rrhis worked sufficiently ,veil to induce the partners to as� for a patent, and the specifications and dra,vings ,vere completed and presented in 1769. 
	Watt also built and set up several Ne,vc,omen engines,e. partly, perhaps, to make himself thus thoroughly familiar with the practical details of engine-building. Meantime, also, he prepared the plans for, and finally had built, a moderately large engine of �is o,vn ne,v type. Its steam-cylinder ,vas 18 inches in diameter, and the stroke of piston ,vas 5 feet. This engine was built atKinneil, and was finished 
	·e
	· 

	· in September, 1769. It was not all satisfactory in either its construction or its operation. The condenser "'as a surface-condenser composed of pipes somewhat like that used in his first little 1nodel, and did not prove to be satisfactorily .tight. The steam-piston leaked seriously, and 1·epeated trials only served to make more evident its imperfections.· He was assisted in this time of need by both Dr. Black and Dr. Roebuck ; but he felt strongly the risks which he ran of involving his friends in serio
	"1\'Iisf ortunes 11ever come singly ; " and vVatt ,vas borne do,vn-by the greatest of all misfortunes-the loss of a faithful and affectionate wife-while still unable to see a successful issue of his schemes. Only less disheartening than this was the loss of fortune of his steadfast friend, Dr. Roebuck, and the consequent loss of his aid. It was at about this time, in the year 1769, that negotiations were comntenced which resulted in the transfer of the capitalized interest in Watt's engine to the wealt
	,. 
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	throughout the civilized woi·ld, · as the steam-engine in its 
	...., 
	-

	ne,v form ,vas pushed into use by his energy and business tact. 
	vVatt met Mr. Boulton, ,vho next became his partner, in 1768, on his journey to London to procure his patent,, and the latter had then examined vV att's designs, and, at once perceiving their value, proposed to purchase. ane. interest. vVatt was then unable to 1·eply definitely to Boulton's proposition, pending his business arrangements ,vith Dr. Roebuck ; but, ,vith Roebuck's consent, after,vards proposed that Boulton should take a one-third interest ,vith himself and partner, paying Roebuck therefor one
	,vhich should, after the experiments on the engine ,vere completed, be deemed "just and 1·easonable." T,velve months ,ve1·e allow_ed for the adjustment of the account. This proposal was accepted in November, 1769. 
	.'· MATTHEW BouLTON, ,vbo now became a partner with James ·Watt, was the son of a Birmingham silver stampe1· and piecer, and succeeded to his father's business, building up a great establishment, ,vhich, as ,vell as its proprietor,was ,vell kno,vn in Watt's time. Watt, ,vriting to Dr. Roebuck before the final arrangement had been n1adc, urged him to close with Boulton for " the follo,ving considerationse: " 1st. Fl'om Mr. Boulton's own character as an ingenious, honest, and rich man. 2dly. From the diffic
	· 
	.
	.
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	by a master-workman, youmust give up a g1·eat share ofe, the profit. 3dly. The success of the engine is far from being vrrified. If Ml·. Boulton takes his chance of success from the account I shall write Dr. Small, and pays you any adequate share of the money laid out, it lessens your risk, 
	· 

	'· 
	Mutthew Boulton. 
	and in a greater proportione. than I think it ,vill lessen your profits. 4thly. r.rhe assistance of Mr. Boulton's and Dr. Small's ingenuity (if the latter engage in it) in improving and perfecting the machine may be very considerable, and 1nay enable us to get the better of the difficulties that might other,vise damn it. Lastly, consider my uncertain health, my irresolute and inactive disposition, my inability to barŁ gain and struggle for my own ,vith mankinde: all which disqualify me for any great underta
	·
	-
	· 
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	in making it into a common engipe), two years of my time, 
	and the expense of models.". , 
	Watt's estimate of the value··of Boulton's ingenuity and talent was well-founded. Boulton had shown himself' a good scholar, and had acquired considerable kno,vledge of the languages and of the sciences, particularly of mathematics, after leaving the school from which he graduated into the shop when still a boy. In the· shop he soon introduced a number of valuable improvements, and he was al,vays on the lookout for improvements made by othe1•s, ,vith a view to their inŁroduction in his business. He was a ma
	· 
	i

	factory, about 1762. 
	• 
	·Ł 

	The business was, a� first, the manufacture of ornamen
	,-. tal metal-,vare, such as metal buttons, buckles, watcl1-chains, and light filigree and inlaid work. The manufacture of gold and silver plated-ware was soon added, and this branch of business gradually developed into a very extensive manufacture of ,vorks of art. Boulton copied fine ,vork ,vherever he could find it, and often borrowed vases, statuettes, and bronzes of all kinds from the nobility of England, and even from the queen, fromwhich to mak·e copies. The manufacture of inexpensive clocks, such 
	· 
	· 
	· 
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	that its goods were kno,vn to every civilized nation, and its growth, under the management of the -enterprising,· conscientious, and ingenious Boulton, more than kept pace with .the accumulation of capital ; and the proprietor found him
	-

	self, by his very prosperfty, often driven to the most careful manipulation of his assets, and to making free use of his credit. 
	Boulton had a remarkable talent for making· valuable acquaintances, and for making the most of advantages accruing thereby. In 1758 he made the acquaintance of Benjamin Franklin, who then visited Soho; and in 1766 these· distingished men, ,vho ,vere then una,vare of the existence of James Watt, were corresponding, and, in th.eir letters, discussing the applicability of steam-po,ver to various useful purposes. Between the two a ne,v steam-engine ,vas designed, and a model was constructed by Boulton, which ,
	Ł

	Dr. Dar,vin seems to have had something to do with 
	I
	this scheme, and the enthusiasm awakened by the promise 
	of success given by this model may have been the origin of the no,v celebrated prophetic rhymes so often quoted from the ,vorks of that eccentric physician and poet. Franklin contributed, as his share in the plan, an idea of so arranging the grate as to prevent the production of smoke. He says : 
	"All that is necessary is to make the smoke of fresh �oals pa_ss descending through those that are already ignited." His idea has been, by more recent scl1emers, repeatedly brought for,vard as new. Nothing resulted from these exneriments of Boulton, Franklin, and Darwin, and the pl�n of Watt soon superseded all less ,vell-developed plans. 
	In 1767, Watt visited Soho and carefully inspected Boulton's establishment. He was very favorably impressed by the admirable arrangement of the workshops and the completeness of their outfit, as .,veil as by the J)erfection of the organization and administration of the business. In the f ollo,ving year he again visited Soho, and this time met 
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	Boulton, who had been absent at the previous visit. The t,vo great mechanics were mutually gratified by the meeting, and each at once acquired for the other the greatest 
	· 
	· 
	respect and esteen1. They discussed "\iVatt's plans, and Boulton then definitely decided not to continue his o,vn experiments, although he had actually commenced the construction of a pumping-engine. With Dr. Small, who was also at Soho, Watt discussed the possibility of applying his engine to the propulsion of carriages, and to other purposes. On his return home, vVatt continued his desultory labors on his engines, as already described ; and the final completion of the arrangement with Boulton, ,vhich im
	.


	later.e. • 
	Before Watt could leave Scotland to join his partner at Soho, it was necessary that he should finish the ,vork ,vhich he had in hand, including the surveys of the Caledonian canal, and other smaller works, ,vhich he had had in progress some months. }le reached Birmingham in the spring of 
	.e1774, and ,vas at once domiciled at Soho, ,vhere he set at ,vork upon the pa1·tly-made engines ,vhich had been sent from Scotland some time previously. They had laid, unused and exposed to the ,veather, at Kinneil three years, and ,vere not in as good order as might have been desired. The block-tin steam-cylinder ,vas probably in good condition, but the ironparts ,vere, as Watt said, "perishing," while he had been engaged in his civil engineering work. At leisure moments, d�ring this period, Watt had not
	. 
	· 
	· 

	It was in, November, 177 4, that Watt finally announced to his oŁd partner, Dr. Roebuck, the successful trial of the l(inneil engine. Ile did not ,vrite with the usual cnthusi
	-
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	asm and extravagance of the inventor, f oi• his frequent disappointments and prolonged suspense had very thoroughly extinguished his vivacity. He simply wrote : "The fire-engine I have invented is no,v going, and answersmuch better than any other that has yet been made ; and I expect that the invention ,viii be very beneficial to me." 
	· 
	· 

	The change of the " atmospheric engine'' of Newcomen 
	Figure
	F10. 26.-,vatt's Engine, 1774. 
	I 
	into tl1e modern steam-engine . ,vas now completed in jts essential details. The first engine which was erected at Kinneil, near Boroughstoness, had a steam-cylinder 18 inches in diameter. · It is seen in the accompanying sketch. 
	In Fig. 26, the steam passes from the boiler through the pipe d and the valve c to the cylinder-casing or steamjacket, Y Y; and above the piston, b, ,vhich it follo,vs in itr
	-

	\ 
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	descent in the cylinder, a, the valve f being at this time open; to allow the exhaust into the cond-enser, h. 
	The piston no,v being at the lo,ver end of the cylinder, and the pump-rods at the opp9site end of the beam, y, being thus1·aised and the pulnps filled ,vith water, the valves e and f close, ,vhile e opens, allo,ving the steam ,vhich re
	. 
	-

	mains above the pisto_n to flo,v beneath it, until, the pressures 
	. becoming equal above and ·below, the weight of the pump1·ods overbalancing that of the piston, the latter is 1·apidly d1:a,vn to the top of the cylinder, ,vhile the stea·m is dis-placed above, passing to the under-side of the piston. 
	-

	The valve e is next closed, and c and fare again opened ; 
	· the . down-stroke is repeated. The water and air entering 
	. 
	. 
	the condenser are removed at each stroke by_ the air-pump, i, ,vhich communicates with the condens13r by. the passage a. The pump q supplies condensing-,vate1·, and the pump .,11 takes a,vay a part of the ,vater of condensation, ,vhich is thrown by the air-pump into the "hot-well," le, and from it the feed-pump supplies the boiler. 'l'he valves are moved by valve-gear very similar to Beighton's and Sm�aton's, by the pins, m m, in the '' plug.,.f1·a1ne " 01· "tappet-1·od," n n . 

	. The engine is mounted upon a substantial foundation, · .B B. F is an opening out of which, before starting the engine, the air is driven from the cylinder and condenser . 
	. The inventions covered by the patent of 1769 ,vere described as follo,vs : 
	"l\ily method of lessening the consumption of steam, and consequently fuel, in fire-engines, consists in the following principles : 
	"1st. That the ·vessel in ,vhich the powers of steam are to be -employed to ,vor]{ the engine-,vhich is called ' the cylinder ' in common fire-engines, and ,vhich I call 'the steam-vessel '-must, during the ,vhole time that the engine is at ,vork, be kept as hot as the steam which enters it ; first, py inclosing it in a case of ,vood, or any other materials that 
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	transmit heat slo,vlye; secondlyby surrounding it ,vith 
	,-

	· steam or other heated bodiese; and thirdly, by suffering neither water· nor other substances colder than the steam to enter or touch it during that time. 
	"2dly. In engines that are to be ,vorked, wholly or par
	tially, by condensation of steam, the steam is to be con
	densed in vessels distinct from the steam-vessel or cylinder, 
	though occasionally communicating ,vith them .e. These ves
	-

	sels I call conden.,;ers ; and while the engines are,vorking, 
	sels I call conden.,;ers ; and while the engines are,vorking, 
	. 

	. 

	these condensers ought at least to be kept as cold as the air 
	in the neighborhood of the engines, by application of water 
	or other cold bodies. 
	"3dly. vVhatever air or other elastic vapor is not con-· 
	densed by the cold of the condenser, and may impede tho 
	,vorking of the engine, is to be dra,vn out of the steam-ves
	sels or condensers by means of pumps, wrought by the en
	gines themselves, or otherwise. 
	_

	"4thly. I intend in many cases to employ the expansive 
	force of steam to press on the pistons, or ,vhatever may be 
	used instead of them, in the same manner asethe pressure 
	· 

	of the atmosphere is now employed in common fire-engines. 
	In cases ,vhere cold ,vater cannot be had in plenty, the 
	engines may be wrought by this force of steam only, by 
	discharging the steam into the open ai1· after it has done its _ 
	office .e
	. 

	".5thly. Where motions round an axis are 1·equired, I make the steam-vessels in form of hollow rings or circular channels, with proper inlets and outlets for the steam, mounted on horizontal axles like the wheels of a ,vater-mill. Within them are placed a number of valves thate·esuffer any body to go rounde_ the channel in one direction only. In these steam-vessels are placed weigl1ts, so fitted to them as to fille. up a part . or portion of their channels, yet rendered capable of moving freely in them by t
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	equally on both, so as to raise the weight on one side of the ,vheel, and, by the 1·eaction of the valves successively, to give a circular motion to the ,vheel, the valves opening in the direction in which the ,veights are pressed, but not in the contrary. As the vessel movesround, it is suppliecl 
	. with steam from the boiler, and that which has performed its office may either be discharged by means of condensers, or into the open air . 
	· 
	"6thly. I intend in some cases to apply a degree of cold not capable of reducing the steam to water, but of contracting it considerably, so that the engines shall be worked by the alternate expansion and contraction of the steam. 
	. 

	"Lastly, instead of using water to render the piston or other parts of the engine air or steam-tight, I employ oils, wax, resinous bodies, fat of animals, quicksilver, and other metals, in their fluid state.'' 
	In the construction and erection of his engines, Watt still had great difficulty in finding skillful ,vorkmen to make the parts with accuracy, to fit them with care, and to erect them pi·operly ,vhen once finished. And the fact that both Ne,vcomen and Watt met ,vith such serious trouble, indicates that, even had the engine been designed earlier, it is quite unlikely that the ,vorld would have seene. the steamengine a success until this time, when mechanics ,vere just acquiring the skill requisite for its 
	In the time of the Marquis of Worcester it would have probably been found impossible to obtain ,vorkmen to con, struct the steam-engine of Watt, had it been then invented. Indeed, Watt, upon one occasion, congratulated himself that one of his steam-cylinders only lacked tli1·ee-eighths of an inch of being truly cylindrical. 
	The history of the steam-engine is from this time a his" 
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	tory of the work of the firm of Boulton & Watt. New-
	· 

	comen engines continued to be built for years after Watt 
	went to Soho, .and by many builders. A host of invent
	ors still worked on the most attractive of all mechanical com
	binations, seeking to effect further improvements. Some 
	inventions ,vere made by contemporaries of Watt, as ,viii 
	be seen l1ereafter, ,vhicl1 ,vere importan.t as being tl1e germs 
	· of later gro,vths ; but these ,vere nearly all too far in ad.:. 
	vance of the time, and nearly every successful and ilnpor
	-

	tant invention ,vhich marked the history of steam-po,ver for 
	many years originated in the fertile brain of James Watt. 
	The defects of the N e,vcomen engine ,vere so serious, 
	that it ,vas no sooner kno,vn that Boulton of Soho had 
	become interested in a ne,v n1achine for raising ,vater by 
	steam-po\\rer, than inquiries came to J1im from all sides, 
	from mine-o,vners ,vho ,vere on tl1e point of being drowned 
	oŁt, and from proprietors ,vhose profits were absorbed by 
	the expense of pumping, and ,vho were glad to pay the £5 
	per horse-power per year finally settled upon as royalty.
	· 

	The London municipal "'ater-,vorks authorities ,vere also 
	ready to negotiate for pumping-engines for 1·aising water to 
	supply tl1e metropolis. The firin was therefore at once 
	driven to make preparations for a lŁrge business. 
	The first and most important matter, however, was to 
	secu1·ean extension of the patent, ,vhich was soon to expire. 
	. 
	· 

	If not rene,ved, the 15 years of st1,dy and toil, of pov
	· 
	· 
	'erty and anxiety, through ,vhich Watt had toilŁd, ,vould prove profitless to the inventor, and the fruits of his genius ,vould have become the Łnearned property of others .eWatt sa\\r, at one time, little hope of Łecuring the necessary act of Parliament, and ,vas greatly tempted to· accept a positiontendered him by the Russian Government, upon the solici-
	. 


	tation of his old friend, Dr. Robison, :then a Professor of Mathematics at the Na val School at Cronsta:dt. The salary was £1,000-a princely income for a man in Watt's circumstances, ;ind a peculiar temptation to the needy mechanic. 
	. 
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	1,V n.tt, however, �ent to London, and, witl1 the help of his o,vn and of Boulton's influential friends, succeeded in getting his bill through. His patent ,v:as extended 24 years, and Boulton & Watt set about the work of introducing thei1� engines with the industry and enterprise which characterized their every act . 
	In the new firm, Boulton took charge of the general business, and Watt superintended the design, construction, and erection of tl1eir engines. Boulton's business capacity, ,vith Watt's wonderful mechanical ability-Boulton's phys
	. 
	-

	· ical health, and his vigor and courage, offsetting Watt's feeble health and depression of spirits-and, 1no1'e than all, Boulton's pecuniary resources, both in his o,vn purse and in those of his friends, enabled the firm to conquer all · difli-
	,
	culties, whether in finance, in litigation, or in engineering. 
	It was only after the successful erection and operation of several engines that Boulton and Watt became legally l partners. The understood terms ,vere explicitly stated by Watt ton· include an assignment to Boulton of t,vo-thirds the patent-right .; Boulton paying all expenses, advancing 
	·

	· 
	· 
	stock in trade at an appi'aised valuation, on which it was to draw interest; Watt making all drawings and designs, and drawing one-third net profits. 

	As soon as Watt was relieved of the uncertainties regardi�g his business connections, he married a second wife, ,vho, as Arago says, by "her various talent., soundness of judgment, and strength of character," made a ,vorthy com
	-

	• 
	panion to the large-hearted and large-brained· engineer. 
	hencefor,vard his cares were only such as every businessman expects to be compelled to sustain, and the next ten years ,vere the most prolific in inve�tions of any period in Watt's life. 
	rl
	1

	From 1775 to 1785 the partners acquired five patents, covering a large number of valuable improvemei;its upon the steam-engine, and several independent inventions. ,._rhe first of these patents covered the no,v familiar and uuiver
	-
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	· 
	· 
	sally-used copying-press for letters, and a machine for drying cloth by passing it bet,veen copper rollers filled with stea1n of sufficiently high temperature to rapidly evaporate the moisture. 'l�his patent ,vas issued Febtuary 14, 1780. 

	Figure
	H 
	::,,I• ,,,.,, I ii . !." ,,.. ..I+ •• :I 11 ,, ,:.. ,.,. .,',\./I... M .. 
	F10, 27.-Wntt's Engine, 1781, 
	F10, 27.-Wntt's Engine, 1781, 
	rn the following year, October 25, 1781, Watt patented five devices by ,vhich he obtained the rotary motiori of the engine-shaft without .the use of a crank. One of these was the arrangement shown in Fig. 27, and known as the " sunŁ 
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	et" wheels. The crank-shaft carries a gear-wheel, engaged by another securely fixed upon the end of e connecting-rod. As the latter is compelled to revolve is of the shaft by a tie ,vhich confines the conecting-rod end at a fixed distance from the shaft, the elled to revolve, and the shaft ,vith it. elocity-ratio ,vas secured by giving the t,vo ears the necessary relative diameters. A fly-,vheel ,vas to regulate the Boulton & vVatt, e sun-and-planet device on many engines, but finally e crank, ,vhen the ex
	and-plan
	,vhicl1 is 
	th
	about the ax
	n
	shaft-geŁr is comp
	Any desired v
	g
	used 
	motion.of the shaft.
	1 
	used th
	·
	adopted th
	by Matth
	Watt's pa
	th
	ough anticipat
	a mod
	s

	erty. The proceeding ,,excited 
	prive vVatt of his o,vn prop

	· great indignation on the part of Watt ; but no legal action en by Boulton & Watt, as the overthro,v of the ely to do tl1em injury by perrnitting e active competitors and more ingenious 1nen. 
	,vas tak
	patent was thought lik
	its use by mor

	xt patent issued to Watt .was an exceedingly imtant one, and of especial interest in a history of the e economical application of steam. This ent included : 
	The ne
	por
	development of th
	pat

	1. xpansion of steam, and six methods of applying 
	The e

	e and of equalizing the expansive po,ver. 
	the principl

	2. The double-acting steam-engine, in ,vhicŁ the stea1n the piston alternately, the opposite side being in communication ,vith the condenser. 
	acts on each side 

	Fo1· the privilege of using the fly-wheel to regulate the 1notion of the engine, Boulton & Watt paid a royalty to Matthew Was borough, who had patented it, and who held also the patent for its combination with a crank, as in,,cnted by Pickard and Steed. 
	1 
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	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	The double or coupled steam-engine-two engines capable of working together, or :h1dependently, as 1nay be desired. 
	-


	4. 
	4. 
	The use of a rack on the piston-1·od, ,vorking into a E:tector on the end of the beam, thus securing a perfect rectilinear motion of the rod. 


	5. A rotary engine, ore" steam-,vheel." 
	The efficiency to be secured by the expansion of steam had long been known to Watt, and he had · conceived the idea of economizing some of that po,ver, the waste of which ,vas so plainly indicated by the violent rushing of the exhaust-steam into the condenser, as early as 1769. This was · described in a letter to Dr. Small, of Birmingham, in May of that year. When experimenting at Kinneil, he had tried to determine the real value of the principle by trial on his small engine. 
	. 

	Boulton had also 1·ecognized the importance of. this im-
	Boulton had also 1·ecognized the importance of. this im-
	. 

	proved method of ,vorking steam, and their earlier Soho 
	· engines were, as Watt said, made ,vith cylinders "double the size ,vanted, and cut off the steam at half-stroke." But, though "this ,vas a great saving of stea1n, so long as the valves remained as at first/' the builders ,vere so constantly annoyed by alterations of the valves by proprietors and their engineers, that they finally gave up that method of ,vorking·, hoping ultimately to be able to resume it when ,vork1nen of· greater intelligence and 1·eliability could be found. The patent ,vas issued.July 1
	Watt specified a cut-off at one-quarter stroke as usually 
	best. 
	Watt's Łxplanation of the method of economizing by expansive ,vorking, asegiven to Dr. Sn1all, is worthy of reŁ· production. He says : "I mentioned to you a methoŁ of still doubling the effect of steam, and that tolerably easy,by using the po,ver of steam rushing into a vacuum, at 
	· 
	1 

	·o"Lives of Boulton and Watt," Smiles. 
	1 
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	/ 
	present lost. This ,vould do a little more than double the effect, but it ,vould too much enlarge · the vesselseto use it all. It is peculiarly applicable to ,vheel-engines, and may supply the want of a condenser ,vhere force of steam is only used ; for, open one of the steam-valves andadmit steam, until one-fourth· of the distance bet,veen it and the next valve is filled with steam, _shut the valve, and the steam will continue to expand and to pass round the ,vheel ,vith a diminishing po,ver, ending in one
	. 
	. 

	It ,vill be noticed that Watt suggests, above, the 110,v ,veil-known non-condensing engine. He had already, as has been seen, described it in his patent of 1769, as also the 
	rotary engine. 
	· 
	r 

	Watt illustrates and explains his idea very neatly, by a sketch similar to that here given (Fig. 28). 
	Steam, entering the cylinder at a, is admitted until onefourth the stroke has been made, when the steam-valve is closed, and the remainder of the stroke ise• performed witl1out further additioneof steam. The variation of steampressure is approximately inversely proportional to the variation of its volume. rrhus, at half-stroke, the pressure becomes one-half that at ,vhich the steam ,vas supplied to the cylinder. At the end of the stroke it has fallen to onefourth the initial pressure. 'l'he pressure is
	-
	! 

	PV 
	-
	l_ 
	P
	Figure
	'
	.

	V 
	It is true that the condensation of steam doing· work changes this la,v in a marked manner ; but the condensation and reevaporation of steam, due to the transfer of heat to 
	·
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	and from the. metal of the cylinder, tends to compensate the first variation by a reverse change of pressure ,vith change of volume. 
	· The sketch shows this progressive variation of pressure as expansion proceeds. It is seen that the work done per unit of volume of steam as taken from the boiler is much 
	11' 
	Figure
	. 
	Fxo. 28.-Expansion of Steam. 
	greater than when ,vorking ,vithout expansion. The product of the mean pressure by the volume of the cylinder is less, but the quotient obtained by dividing this quantity by the volume or ,veight of steam taken from the boiler, is mucl1 greater ,vith than without expansion. For the case assumed and illustrated, the ,vork done during expansion is ·one and t,vo-fifths times that done ·previous to cutting off 
	.
	the steam, and the work done per pound of steam 1s 2.4 times tl}.at dohe ,vithout expansion. Were there no losses to be met with and to be exaggerated by the use of steam expansively, the gain would be
	-

	. 
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	come very great ,vith moderate expansion, amounting to t,vice the work done when "followinge'' full stroke, when the steam is cut off at one-seventh. 'l'he estimated gain is, however, never realized. Losses by friction, by conduction 
	·. and radiation of heat, and by condensation and 1·eevaporation in the cylinder-of which losses the latter are 1nost serious-after passing a point ,vhich is variable, and ,vhich 
	is determined by the special conditions in each case, augment ,vith greater l'apidity than the gain by expansion. 
	. 

	In actual practice, it is rarely found, except ,vhere special precautions are taken to .reduce these losses, that economy f ollo�vs expansion to a greater number of volumes than about one-half the square root of the steam-pressure ; i. e., about t,vice for 15 or 20 pounds pressure, three tirnes for about 30 pounds, and four and five times for 60 or 65 and for 100 to 125 pounds respectively. Watt very soon learned this general principle; bl1t neither he, nor even 111any mod-. ern engineers, seem to have le
	. sion often gives greatly-reduced economy. 
	'l'l1e inequality of pressure due to expansion, to ,vhichehe refers, ,vas a source of much perplexity to "'vVatt, as he ,vas for a long time convinced that he must find some method of " equalizing " the consequent irregular eff 01;t of the steam upon the piston. The several methods of "equalizing the expansive po,ver " which are ref erred to in the patent ,vere attempts· to secure this 1·esult. By one method, he shifted the centre as the beam vibrated, thus changing the lengths of the arms of that great 1e
	. 
	· 

	the change of moment consequent upon the change of press
	· ure. He finally concluded that a fly-wheel, as first proposedby Fitzgerald, ,vho advised its use on Papin's engine, ,vould be the best device on engines driving a crank, and trusted to the inertia of a balance-,veight in his . pumping-engines,e
	· 
	· 

	·or to the ,veight of the pump-rods, and permitted the piston to take its o,vn speed so far as it ,vas. not Łhus controlled. 
	'l'he double-acting Łt1ngine was a ··modification of the sin-: 
	·

	... 
	.. 
	\ 
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	gle-acting engine, and was very soon determined upon after 
	the successful working of the latter had become assured. 
	Watt had covered in the top of his single-acting engine, to prevent cooling the interioreof the cylinder by contact· with the comparatively cold atmosphere. When this h_ad been done, there ,vas but a single step required to convert the machine into the double-acting engine. This alteration, by whicl1 the steam ,vas permitted to act upon the upper and the lower sides of the fJiston alternately, had been proposed by )Vatt as early _as 1767, and a dra,ving of the engine was laid before a committee of the Hou
	· 
	· 
	_ 
	1

	The subject of his next invention was not less interest
	-

	, . 
	ing. The double-cylinder or " compound " engine has no,v, 
	after the lapse of nearly a century, become an important and usual type of engine. It is iinp?ssible to determine precisely to whom to a,vard the ctedit of its first conception. Dr. Falk, in 1779, had proposed a double-acting engine, in ,vhich there were two single-acting cylinders, acting in opposite directions and alternately on opposite sides of a wheel, with which a rack on the piston-rod of each geareil. 
	., 

	)Vatt claimed that Horublo,ver, the patentee of · the "compound engine," was an infringer npon his patentse; and. holding the patent on the separate condenser, he was able to prevent the engine of his competitor taking sucl1 form as to be successfully int1·oduced. The Hornblower engine was 
	•
	soon given up .. 
	JAMES WATT AND HIS INVENTIONS. 
	Watt stated that this form of -engine had been invented by hirn as early as 1767, and that he had explained its peculiarities to Smeaton andeothers several years before Hornblower attempted to use it. Ile wrote to Boulton : "It is no less than our double-cylinder engine, worked upon our principle of expansion." He never made use of the plan, ho,vevere; an{l the principal object soug·ht, apparently, in patenting this, as ,vell as many other devic�s, ,vas to secure himself against competition. ,
	. 

	· 
	The rack and sector patented at this time was soon su}lerseded by the parallel-motione; ande_ the last claim, the "steam,vheele" or rotary engine, although-one was built of considerable size, ,vas not introduced. 
	7

	After the patent _of 1782 had been secured, Watt turned his attention, ,vhen not too hard-pressed by business, to other schemes, and to expe1·imenting with still other modifications and applications of his engine. He had, as ea1•ly as 1777, proposed to make a steam-hammer for ,vilkinson's 
	forge ; but lie ,vas too closely engaged with more important 
	_ 

	· 1natters to take hold of the project with much earnestness until late in the year 1782, when, after some preliminary trials, he reported, December 13th : " "\iV e have tried our little tilting-forge hammer at Soho with success. The following are some of the particulars : Cylinder, 15 inches in dian1eter ; 4 feet stroke ; strokes per minute,20. The hammer-head, 120 pounds "eight, rises 8 inches, and strikes 240 blo,vs per minute. The machine goes quite regularly, and can be managed as easily as a water-mi
	· 
	· 
	r

	He immediately set about making a much heavier hammer, and on April 26, 1783, he ,vrote that he had done "a thing never done before "-making his hammer 
	· 

	I 
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	strike 300 blows a minute. This hammer "'eighed 7½ hundred,vcigbt, andhad a drop of 2 feet. The steam-cylinder had a diameter of 42 inches and 6 feet stroke of piston, and ,vas calculated to have sufficient power to drive four hamn1ers weighing 7 hundred,veight each. The engine made 20 strokes per minute, the hammer giving 90 blo,vs in the 
	· 

	same time. 
	"l.,his new application of stean1-po,ver proving successful, 
	'\Vatt next began to develop a series of minor inventions, 1 were finally secured by his patent of April 27, 1784, 1er with the stean1 tilt-hammer, and a steam-carriage, 
	,vhicl
	togetl

	or "locon1otive engine." 
	The contrivance previously used for guiding the head of 
	the piston-rod-the sectors ande.chains, or rack:--had neve1• given s_atisfaction. The rudeness of design of the contrivance ,vas only equalled by its insecurity. ,vatt therefore contrived a number of methods of accon1plishing the purpose, the most beautifule· and ,videly-kno,vn of ,vhich is the 1 it has no,v been generally superseded by one of tl1e other devices patented at the sa1ne 1ead and guides. As originally proposed, a 1e head of the piston-rod, standing vertically ,vhen the latter ,vas at quarter
	"parallel-motion," althougl
	thne-the cross-l
	rod ,vas attached to tl
	lengtl
	. 
	. 
	·
	· 
	fo1·m is shown in tl

	........ 
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	head of the piston-rod, {I, was guided by 1·ods connecting it ,vith the frame at c, a11d forming a "parallelogram," fl cl e b, with the beam. Many varieties of "parallel-motione" have been devised since 1;V att's invention ,vas attached to his engines at Soho. They usually are more or less imperfect, guiding the piston-rod in a line only approxirnately straight. 
	The cross-head and guides are now generally used, very much as described by ,vatt Łn this patent as his " second principle." This device ,vill be seen in the engravings given hereafter of more modern engines. '!'he head of the piston-rod is fitted into a transverse bar, or cross-head, ,vhich carries properly-shaped })icces at its extremities, to 
	. 

	· which are bolted "gibs," so n1acle as to fit U})On guides secured to the engine-fra1ne. These guidesare adjusted to precise parallelis1n ,vith the centre line of the cylinder� The cross-head, sliding in or on these guides, moves in a perfectly straight line, and, compelling the piston-rod to move ,vith it, the latter is even more per£ ectly guided than by a parallel-motion. This arrangement, ,vhere properly proportioned, is not nec�ssarily subject to great friction, and is much more easily adjusted and k
	· 

	By the same patent, 1;Vatt secured the no,v common "puppet-valvee" ,vith beveled seat, and the application of the steam-engine to driving rolling-millseand hammersfor forges, and to ",vheel-carriages for removing persons or goods, or other rnatters, from place to place." For the latter purpose he proposes to use boilers " of ,vood, or of thin metal, strongly secured by hoops or otherwise," and containing " internal fire-boxes." He proposed to use a condenser cooled by currents of air. 
	· 
	·e

	It would require too much space to follo,v '" att in all his schemes for the improvement and for the application of the steam-engine. A fe,v of the more important and more ingeniou& only can bŁ described. 1\'lany of the contracts of 
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	Boulton & Watt gave tl1em, as compensation for their enthird-of the value of the fuel saved by the use of the vVatt engine in place of the engine of N e,vcomen, tl1e amount due being paid annually or semiannually, ,vith an option of redemption ·on the part of the purchaser at ten years' purchase. This form of agreement compelled a careful determination, often, of the ,vork done and fuel consu1ned by both �he engine taken out and that put in its place.e, It ,vas impossible to rely upon any deter1nination by
	gines, a fraction-usually one
	.:
	Eigl

	The application of his engine to purposes for which careful adjustt?ent of speed was requisite, or ,vhere the load ,vas _subject to considerable variation, led to the use of a .e. controlling-valve in the steam-pipe, called the "throt�levalve," ,vhich ,vas adjustable by hand, and permitted the 
	·

	supply of steam tothe engine to be adjusted at any instant and altered to any desired extent. It is now givenemŁny 
	. 
	· 
	. 

	forms, but it still is most usually made just as originally designed by vVatt. It consists of a circular disk, ,vhich just closes up the steam-pipe ,vhen set directly across it, or of an elliptical disk, ,vhich closes the pipe ,vhen standing at an angle of some,vhat less than 90,vith the line of the pie. This disk is carried on _a spindle extending through the pipe at one sidŁ, ard carrying on its outer end 
	· 
	° 
	i,
	Ł

	/ 
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	an arm by means of which_ it may be turned into any position. When placed with its face in line with the pipe, it offers ver·y little resistance to the flo,v of steam to the engine. When set in the oth�r position, it shuts off steam 
	. entirely and stops the engine. It is placed in such position a,t any time, that the speed of the engine is just that requiredat the time. 111 the engi•aving of the double-acting engine with fly-wheel (Fig. 31), it is sho\vn at T, as controlled by the governor. 
	· 

	The governor, or "fly-ball governor,'' as it is often 
	Figure
	Fxo. 29.-'l'ho Governor. 
	distinctively called, ,vas another of Watt's minor but very essential inventions. T,vo heavy _ii·on or b1·ass balls, ·B .B', were suspended from pins, 0 O', in a little cross-piece car1·ied on the head of a vertical spindleŁ AA', driven by the engine. The spŁed of the engine varying, that of the spindle changed correspondingly, and the faster the balls were s,vung the farther they sepai·ated. vVhen the engine's speed de-creased, the period of revolution of the balls ,vas increased, and they fell back toward
	.
	-
	. 
	· 

	.
	.
	ity of the engine was uniform, the balls preserved their dis-
	·e

	ta.ncefrom the spindle and remained at the same height, their 
	. 

	; 
	• 
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	. 
	altitude being determined by thŁ relation existing between the force of gravity and centrifugal force in the temporary 
	position of equilibrium. 'l'he distance from the point of sus
	. 
	pension do,vn to the level of the balls is always equal to 9.78 inches divided by the square of the number of revolutions 
	. · 
	1 
	1

	per second-1. e., Ji == 9.78" == 0.248 " meters.
	N

	N
	" 
	The arms carrying the balls, or the balls themselves, are 
	pinned to rods, JI;£.1.lf', which are connected to a piece, N N , sliding loosely on the spindle. A score, T, cut in this piece engages a lever, liŁ and, as the· balls rise and fall, a rod, W; is moved, closing and opening the throttle-valve, and thus adjusting the supply of steam in such a ,vay as to preserve a nearly fixed speed of engine. The connection with the throttle-valve and ,vith the cut-off valve-gear is seen not only in the engravingof the double-:-acting vVatt engine, but also in those of the G
	'
	' 

	Still another useful invention of vV att's ,vas his " mercury steam-gaugee"-a baron1eter in ,vhich the height of the mercury was determined by the pressure of the steam instead of that of the atmosphere. This simple instrument consisted merely of a bent tube containing a portion of mercury. One leg, Bn, of this U-tube ,vas conne0ted with the steam-pipe, or with the boiler by a small steam-pipe ; the other end, 0, was open to the atmosphere. The pressure of �he steam on the mercury in B IJ caused it to ris
	· 
	· 
	,
	. 

	still considered by engineers the most reliablŁ of all forms of steam-gauge. Unfortunately, it is not conveniently ap
	. 
	-

	' 
	. 
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	plicable at high pressure. Thscale, .Li, is marked ,vith 
	e 

	.
	indiŁ 
	numbers indicating the pl'essure, which numbers are 
	' 

	cated by the head of a rod floating up with the mercury. 
	A similar gauge was used to determine the degree of perfection of vacuum attained in the condenser, the mercury falling in the outer leg as the vacuum became more complete. A perfect vacuum ,vould cause a depression of level in that leg to 30 inches belo,v the level of the mercury in the leg connected ,v°itl1 the condenser. In a more usual form, it consisted of a simple glass tube having its 10,ver end imme1·sed in a cistern of mercury, as in the ordinary barometer, the top of the tube being connected ,vit
	· 
	·e

	cistern. 
	B ' 
	Figure
	Fro. 80. 
	Figure
	.Mercury Steam-Gauge. Glass Water-Gauge • 
	To determine the height of water in his boiler, Watt added to the gauge-cocks already long in use the "-glass water-gauge," which is still seen in nearly every well-ar
	-
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	ranged boiler. This was a glass tube, ·a a' (Fig. 30)-, mounted on a standard attached to the front of the boiler, . and at such a height that its middle point was very little below the proposed ,vater-level. · It was connected by a sma11 pipe, 1·, at the top to the steam-space, and another little pipe, 1.,, led into the boiler from its lower end belo,v theewater-line. As the water rose and fell within the boiler, its level changed corresponding·ly in the glass. This little instrument is especially liked,
	· 
	· 
	. 

	The engines built by Boulton & W aŁt ,v:ere finally fitted with the crank and fly-,vheel for application to the driving l and machinery. The accompanying engraving (Fig.. 31) shows the engine asth·us inade, combining· all of the essential impi•ovements designed by its inventor. 
	of mills 
	· 

	In the engraving, 0 is the steam-cylinder, P the piston, connected to the beam by the link, {I, and guided by the parallel-motion, {Id c • . At the opposite end of tl1e beam a connecting-rod, 0, con1_1ects ,vith the crank and fly-,vheel · shaft. R is the rod of the air-pump, b)r means of which the condenser is kept from being flooded by the water used for condensation, which water-supply; is 1·egulated by an "injection:.handle," E. A p11mp-rod, N, leads do,vn fro1n the b.eam to the cold-,vater .pun1p, by wh
	• 
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	the piston has driven the piston to the botto1n, the pin, R, atrikes thelever, m, openingthe steam and closing· the exhaust valve at the bottom, and similarly reversing the position of the valves at the top. The position of the v::ilves is changed in this manner ,vith every reversal of the motion of the plston as the crank " turns over the centre." 
	· 
	· 

	Figure
	FIG, .31.-.Boulton & Watt's Double-.\.cting Engiue, 1'184. 
	The earliest engines of the double-acting l,b)ii, an.I o( any considerable size, which ,vere built to turn a sl1aft� ,vere those which were set up in the Albion J\'Iills, near :Black:friars' Bridge, London, in 1786, and destroyed when the mills burned do,vn in 1791. rrhere ,vere a p�,ir of these engines (sho,vn in Fig. 27), of 50 horse-po,ver each, and geared to drive 20 pairs of stones, making fine flour and meal. Previous to· the erection of this mill the po,ver in all such establishments had been derive
	-
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	, 
	ton & Watt, and capitalists working with them, not only to secure the profit anticipated from locating a fl.our-mill in the city of London, but also ,vitl1 a vie,v to exhibiting the capacity of the new double-acting "rotatinge'' engine. The plan ,vas proposed in 1783, and ,vork ,vas commenced in 1784 ; but the mill ,vas not set in operation until the spring of 1:786. 'l,he capacity of the mill was, in ordi000 bushels of wheat ground into fine flour 000 bushels in 24 hours. In the construction of the ma
	nary ,vork, 16,
	per ,veek .e
	. 
	On one occasion, the mill turned out 3,
	losers, the former losing £6,

	The valve-gear of this engine, a vie,v of which is given in Fig. 27, ,vas quite similar to that used on the Watt pumping-engine. The accompanying illustration (Fig. 32) represents this valve-motion as attached to the Albion J\tiills 
	•
	engine. 
	The steam-pipe, ab d de, leads the steam from the boiler 
	to the chambers, b and e. The exhaust-pipe, {I g, leads i and i to the condenser. In the sketch, the upper steam and the lo,ver exhaust valves, b and f, are opened, and the steam-valve, e, and exhaust-valve, c, are closed, the piston being near the upper end of the cylinder and descending. L represents the plug-frame, which carries tappets, 2 and 3, whicl1 engage the lever, s, at either end of its throw, and turnthe shaft, u, thus opening and closing c and ·e simultaneously by means of the connecting-link
	from I
	· 
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	14. A similar pair of tappets on the opposite sJde of the plug-rod move the valves, b andf, by means of the rods, 10 and 11, the arm, 'I·, ,vhen struck by those tappets, turning the shaft, t, and thus moving the arms to ,vhich those 1·ods are attached. Counterbalance-weig·hts, carried on the ends of the arms, 4 and 15, retain the valves on -their seats when closed by the action of the tappets. When the piston nearly reaches the lo,ver end of the cylinder, the tappet, I, 
	' 
	F10. 82.-Valve-Gcar of the Albion MIiis Engine. 
	engages the arm, r, closing the steam-valve, b, and the next instant shutting the exhaust-valve, f. At the same time, the tappet, 3, by moving the arm, s, downward, opens the steamvalve, e, and the exhaust-valve, c. Steam now no longer issues �rom the_ steam-pipe into the space, c, and thence into the engine-cylinder (not shown in the sketch)e; but it nowe. enters the engine tlu·ough the valve, e, forcing the piston 
	. 
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	upwards .• The exhaust is simultaneously made to occur at the upper end, the rejected steam passing from the engii1e into the space, c, and thence through c and the pipe, g, into the condenser. 
	This kind of valve-gear ,vas subsequently greatly i1n� proved by Murdoch, Watt's ingenious and efficient foreman, buteit is now entirely superseded on engines of this class· by the eccentric, and the various forms of valve-gear driven by it. 
	· 

	'l'he "trunk-engine " ,vas still another of the almost innumerable inventionsof Watt. A half-trunk engine is described in his patent of 1784, as sho,vn in the accompanying sketch (Fig. 33), in ,vhich A is the cylinder, B the 
	· 

	0 
	c· 
	Figure
	FIG. 88.-Watt's Half-Trunk Engine, 1'18'. 
	piston, and O its rod, encased in the half-trunk, .D. The . plug-rod, G, moves the single pair of valves by striking the catches, Eand F, as was usual with Watt's ea1·lier engines. 
	JAMES WATT AND JIIS INVENTIONS. 
	Watt's steam-hammer was patented at the same time. 
	It is seen in Fig·. 34, in }vhich A is the steam-cylinder and B its rod, the engine being evidently of the form just described. It ,vorks a beam, 0 0, which in turn, by the rod, 
	.
	, C

	,.
	• .; 
	.
	C

	,, ., 
	..

	1
	'•



	is 
	is 
	D 

	' 
	/ 
	N 
	Figure
	F10. 84.-The Watt Hammer, 1784. 
	F10. 84.-The Watt Hammer, 1784. 


	M, ,vorks the hammer-helve, LJ, and the hammer, L. '1he beam, F G, is a spring, and the block, N, the anvil. '\Vatt found it impossible to determine .the duty of his engines at all times by measurement of the work itself,
	1

	. 
	and endeavored to find a way of ascertaining th�powerproduced, by �scertaining the pressure of steam ,vithin the cylinder. This pressure ,vas so variable, and subJect to sucl1 rapid as ,vell as extreme fluctuations, that he found it impossible to make use of the . steam-gauge constructed for use on the boiler. He ,vas thus d1·iven to invent a special instrument for this work, which he called the "steam-engine indicator."This consisted of a little steam-cylinder containing a nicely-fitting piston, which mov
	. 
	. 
	.
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	engine by a small pipe fitted with a cock, the opening of the latter permitted steam from the · engine-cylinder to fill the indicator-cylinder, and the pressure of stean1 ,vas al,vays the same in both cylinders. The indicator-pointer therefor� traversed the pressure-scale, alwayseexhibiting the
	· 
	pressure existing at the instant in the cylinder of the engine. When the engine ,vas at rest and steam off, the indicatorpiston stood at the sa1ne level as ,vhen detachecl fro1n the engine, and tl1e pointer stood at O on the scale. When steam entered, the piston rose and fell with the fluctuations of pressuree; and ,vhen the exhaust-valve opened, discharging the steam and producing a vacuum in the steam-cylinder, the pointer of the indicator dropped belo,v O, showing· the degree of exhaustion. Mr. Southe
	· 
	. 
	· 
	· 

	' 
	but, to the eye of the expert engineer, it was a perfectly 
	legible statement of the position of the valves of the engine,' and revealed aln1ost every.defect in the action of the engine ,vhich could not 1·eadily be detected by external examination. It has justly been called the "engineers' stethoscope," opening the other,vise inaccessible parts of the steam-engine. to the inspection of the engineer even more. satisfactorily. 
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	than the stethoscope of the physician gives him a kno,vl
	. 

	edge of thŁ condition and working of organs contained 
	within the human body. This indispensable and no,v fa
	miliar engineers' instrument has since been modified and 
	greatly improved in detail. 
	The Watt engine had, by the const1·uction of the im
	-

	provements described in the patents of 1782-'85, been given 
	its distinctive form, and the great inventor subsequently 
	did little more tha11 improve it by altering the forms and 
	proportions of its details. As thus practically completed,e
	. 

	it e1nbodied nearly all the essential feat1ires of the modern 
	engine; and, as ,ve have seen, the marked features of our 
	latest practice-the use of the double cylinder for expan
	sion, the cut-off valve-gear, and surf ace-condensation-had 
	all been proposed, and to a lhnited extent introduced. The . gro,vth of the steam-engine has here ceased to be rapid, and the changes which followed the completion of the ,vork of James Watt have been minor improveµients, and rarely, if ever, real developments. 
	Watt's mind lost none of its activity, howeve1·, for many 
	years. He devised and patented a "smoke-consuming fur
	nace," in which he led the gases produced on the introduc
	tion of fresh fuel over the already incandescent coal, and 
	-
	thus burned them completely. IIe used t,vo fires, ,vhich ,vere coaled alternately. Even ,vhen busiest, also, he found time to pursue more purely scientific studies. With Boulton, he induced a .number of ,veil-known scientific men livingnear Birmingham to join in the formation of a "Lunar Society," to meet monthly at the houses of its members,e" at the full of the moon." The time was tl1us fixed in order that those members who came from a distance should be able to drive home, after the meetings, by moonli
	·
	-
	-

	\ 
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	sional visitors were IIerschel, Smeaton, and Banks. Watt called these meetings "Philosophers' meetings." It ,vas during the period of most active discussion at the "philosophers' meetingse" that Cavendish and Priestley ,vere experi1nenting with mixtures of ox:ygen and hydrogen, to determine the nature of their combustion. Watt took much interest in the subject, and, ,vhen informed by Priestley that he and Cavendish had both noticed a deJ)OSit of moisture invariably succeeding the explosion of the niixed 
	-
	·
	· 
	1

	,-fhe action of chlorine in . bleaching organic coloringmatters, by (as since shown) decomposing tl1em and co1nbining ,vith their hydrogen, ,vas made known to Watt by l\f. Berthollet, the distinguished French chemist, and the
	1 

	' 
	former immediately introduced its use into Great Britain, 
	by inducing his father-in-law, Mr. Macgregor, to make a trial of it. 
	· 

	The copartnership of Boulton & Watt terminated by limitation, and ,vith the expiration of the patents under ,vhich they had been ,vorking, in the first year of the present century ; and both partners, no,v old and feeble, ,vithdre,v from active business, leaving their sons to renew the agree
	-

	• 
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	ment and to carry on the business under the same firmstyle. Boulton, however, still interested himself in some 
	-branches of manufacture, especially in his mint, where he had coined many years and for several nations. 
	. 

	Watt retired, a little later, to Ileathfield, where he passed the remain(ler of his life in peaceful enjoyment of the society of his friends, iii studies of all current matters of interest in science, as ,vell as in engineering. One by one his old friends died-Black in 1799, Priestley, an exile 
	·

	· to Amc1Łica, in 1803, and Robison a little later. Boulton died, at the age of eighty-one, August 17, 1809, and even the loss of this nearest and clearest of his friends outside the family ,vas a less severe ·blo,v than that of his son Gregory, ,vho died in 1804. 
	Yet the great engineer and inventor v;as not depressed by the loneliness ,vhich ,vas gradually coining upon him. He ,vrote : "I kno,v that all men must die, and I submit to the decrees of Nature, I hope, with (lue reverence to the Disposer of events ; " and neglected 110 opportunity to secure amusement or instruction, and kept body and mind 
	constantly occupied. He still attended the ,veekly meetings of the club, meeting Rennie and' 'l'elford, and otl1er· distinguished men of his own ancl the succeeding generation. Ile lost nothing of his fondness for invention, and spent many months in devising a machine for copying statuary, ,vhich he had not perfected to his o,vn satisfaction at the time of his death; ten years later. This machine was a kind of pentagraph, whicl1 could be ,vorked in any J)lane, and in ,vhich the marking-pencil gave place
	. 

	In the year 1800 he invented the ,vater-main ,vhich ,vas 
	laid do,vn by the Glasgo,v vVater-vV orks Company across 
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	the Clyde. The joints ,vere spherical and articulated, like 
	those of the lobster's tail. 
	His ,vorkshop, of ·,vhich. a sketche· is hereafter giŁen, as 
	d1·a,vn by .the artist Skelton, ,vas in the garret of his house, 
	and was well-supplied ,vith tools and all kinds of laboratory 
	and was well-supplied ,vith tools and all kinds of laboratory 
	and was well-supplied ,vith tools and all kinds of laboratory 
	. 

	material. I-Iis lathe and his copying-machine ,vere -placed 

	before the windo,v, and his ,vriting-desk in the corner. 
	IIere he spent the greater part of his leisuretime, often 
	· 

	even taking his meals in the little shop, rather than. go to 
	the table for them. Even ,vhen very old, he occasionally 
	n1ade a journey to London or Glasgo,v, calling on his old 
	friends and studying the latest engineering devices and in
	specting public ,vorks, and was every,vhere welcon1ed by 
	· 

	youngand old as the greatest livingengineer, or as the kind 
	.
	.

	and ,vise friend of earlier days. 
	He diedAugust 19, 1819, in theeighty-third year of his age, and ,vas buried in Hands,vorth Church. The sculptor Chantrey ,vas employed to place a fitting monument above his grave, and the nation erected a statue of the great man in Westminster Abbey. 
	·e
	·
	.

	This sketcl1 of the greatest of all the inventors of the steam-engin(has been given no greater length than its subject justifies. VVhether we consider Watt as the inventor of the standard steam-engine of the nineteenth century, as the scientific investigator of the physical principles upon ,vhich the invention isbased, or as the builder and introducer of the 1nost po,verful known instrument by ,vhich the "great surces ofpo,ver in Nature are converted, adapted, and applied for the use and convenience of ma
	f 
	· 
	o
	· 
	· 

	•
	Smiles, Watt's most conscientious and indefatigable biographer, writes : 
	1 

	"Son1e· n1011ths since, ,ve visited the little garret at 
	' 
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	IIeathfield in ,vhichWatt pursued · the investigations of l1is later years. The room had been carefttlly locked 
	· 

	Figure
	up since his (leath, and had only once been swept out. Everything lay very 1nuch as he left it. The piece of 
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	iron which he ,vas last employed in turning, lay on the lathe. 'l'he ashes of the last fire were i11 the grate ; the laste. bit of coal ,vas in the scuttle. rrhe Dutch oven was in its place over the stove, and the frying-pan in ,vhich. he cooked l1is meals was hanging on its accustomed nail.Many ob-· jects lay about or inthe drawers, indicating the pursuits which had been interrupted by death-busts, medallions, and figures, ,vaiting to be copied by the copying-machinemany medallion-n1oulds, a store of plas
	.
	. 
	. 

	· box of plaster ·casts from London, the contents of which do not seem to have been disturbed. Here a1·e Watt's ladles for melting lead, his foot-1·ule, his glue-pot, his hammer. Reflecting mirrors, an extemporized camera with the lenses mounted oŁ pasteboard, and ma11y cam'era-glasses laid about, indicate interrupted experiments in optics. 'l'here are quad1·ant-glasses,e. compasses, scales, ,veights, and sundry boxes 
	a
	-

	· of mathematical instruments, once doubtless highly prized. 
	In one place a model of the governor, in another of the parallel-motion, and in a little box, fitted with wooden cylinders mounted ,vith paper and covered witl1 figures, is ,vhat we suppose to be a model of his calculating-machine. On the shelves are minerals and chemicals in pots and jars, on ,vhich tl1e dust of nearly half a century has settled. The moist s�bstances have long since dried up ; the putty has been turned to stone, and the paste t� dus�. On one shelf ,ve come upon a dish in ,vhich lies a wit
	T
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	into dust, like the hands that made it. But though the great workman is gone to rest, with all his griefs and cares, and his handi,vork is fast crumbling to decay, the spirit of his work, the thought whicl1 he put into his inventions, still survives, and ,viii probably continue to influence the desti
	. 
	-
	nies of his race for all time to come." 
	. 

	rrhe visitor to Westminster Abbey ,vill find neither monarch, nor ,varrior, nor statesman, nor poet, h_onored ,vith a nobler ep1 taph than · that which is inscribed on the pedestal 
	·
	·
	of Chan trey's monu1nent to Watt : 

	NoT TO PERPETUATE A NAME, 
	WHICH MUST ENDURE WHILE THE PEACE1''UL ARTS FLOURISH, ' 
	BUT TO sno,v THAT MANKIND IIAVE LEARN'!' 'fO HONOR THOSE Yt'IfO DES'l' DESERVE THEIR 
	GRATITUDE, 
	TIIE l{IN G, 
	111S MJNIS'l'ERS, AND MANY OF THE NODLES AND COMMONERS OF THE REALM, 
	_ 
	RAISED THIS MONUMENT TO 
	JAMES WATT, 
	,vuo, DIRECTING THR FORCE OF AN ORIGINAi, GENIUS, 
	· EARLY EXERCISED IN PHILOSOPHIC RESEARCH, 
	TO 'l'HE IMPROVEMENT OF 
	TII E STE AM-ENG I NE, 
	ENLARGED THE RESOURCES OF HIS COUNTRY, _INCREASED THE POWER OF MAN
	1 

	AND ROSE TO AN EMINENT PLACE 
	A.MONG THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS FOLto,vERS OF SCIENCE AND THE REAL 
	. 
	. 
	DENEl!'ACTORS OF THE WORLD, 
	BORN AT GnEt-:NocK, MDCCXX.XVI. DIED A'l' HEATHFIELD, IN . STAFFORDSHIRE, }IDCCOXIX. 
	/ 
	---
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	,Ł... . 
	. 

	Tomb of James \Vntt, 
	SECTION II.-T11E CoNTE1tIPORAR1Es OF JA11Es WA'rT. 
	In the chronology of the stean1-engine, the contempora-1·ies of Watt have been so completely overshadowed by the greater and more successful inventor, as to have been almost forgotten by the biographer and by the student of history. Yet, among the engineers and engine-builders, as ,vell as among the inventors of his day, Watt found 1nany enterprisŁ ing rivals and keen competitors. Some of these 1nen, had 
	• 
	they not been so completely fettered by Watt's patents,
	_e

	would have probably done ,vork which would have entitled them to far higher honor than has been 'accorded them. 
	1\'IuRoocH ,vas one of the men to whom vVatt, no less than the world, ,vas greatly indebted. For many years he ,vas the assistant, friend, and coadjittor of Watt ; and it is to his ingenuity that ,ve are to give credit for not only 
	WILLI.Al{ 
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	inany independent inventions, but also for the suggestions and improvements ,vhich ,vere often indispensable to tho :formation and perfection of some of vVatt's o,vn inventions. 
	· 

	l\'lurdoch ,vas employed by Boulton & vVatt in 17'i'G, 
	. 
	and \Vas made superintendent of construction in the engine department, and given general charge of the erection of engines. He was sent into Cornwall, and spent in that district much of the time during which he served the firn1, · erecting pumping-engines, the construction of which for so many years constituted a large part of the businesseof the 
	. 

	' Soho establishment. He ,vas looked uponby both Boulton and Watt as a sincere friend, as ,veil as a loyal adherent, 
	. 

	. 
	and from 1810 to 1830 ,vas given a partner's share of the income of the firm, and a salary of £1,000. He retired·from business at the last of the two dates 11amed, and, dying in 
	1839, was buried near tl1e t,vo partners in Hands,vorth 
	Church. 
	Murdoch made a model, in 1784, of thelocomotive J)atented by Watt in that year. He devised the arrangement of "sun-and-planet wheels," adopted for a time in all of Watt's "rotativee": engines, and invented the oscillating steam-engine (Fig. 36) in 1785, using· the "D-slide valves," G, moved by the gear, E, which was driven by an eccentric on the shaft, without regard to the oscilJation of the cylinder, .Li. Ile was the inventor of a rotary engine and of many minor machines for special purposes, and of man
	· 
	. 
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	Many old machines still remained about the establishment as souvenirs of the three great mechanics. 
	Figure
	Fto. 86.-l\fu1·doch's Oscillating Engino, 1785. 
	\ .
	Outside of Soho, Murdoch also found ample employment 
	for his inventive talent. In 1792, while at Redruth, his residence before finally returning to Soho, he was 'led to speculate upon the possibility of utilizing the illuminating qualities of coal-gas, and, convinced of its practicability, h€, laid the subject before the Royal Society in 1808, and was a,varded the Rumford gold medal. Ile had, ten yeai•s earlier, lighted a part of the Soho woi·ks ,vith coal-gas, and in 1803 Watt authorized him to extend his pipes throughoutall the buildings. Several manufactu
	Still another of Murdoch's favorite schen1es was the "transmission of .po,ver by the useeof C4:>inpressed air. He drove the pattern-shop engine at Soho by meŁns of air. from the blo,ving-engine in the foundery, and erected a pneumatic lift to elevate castings from the founde1·y-floor to the cari'al
	. 
	-

	• 
	• 
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	bank. He made a steam-gun, introduced the heating of buildings by the circulation of hot ,vater, and invented the method of transmitting packages through tubes by th:e impulse of compressed air, as no,v practised by the "pneumatic dispatch" companies. He died at the age of eightyfive years. 
	· 

	Among tl1e most active and formidable of Watt's business 1·ivals ,vas JON ATHAN HoRNBLo,vER, the patentee of the "compounde" or double-cylinder engine. ..t\ sketch of this engine, as patented by Hornblo,ver in 1781, .is . here given (Fig. 87). Iwas first described by the inventor in the " Encyclopredia Britannica." It consists, as is seen by reference to the engraving, of t,vo stean1-cylinders, A and B-A being the lo,v and B the high pressure cylinder-the steam leaving the latter being exhausted into tl1e 
	. 
	t 
	_e

	The cocks c and a being open and b and d shut, the steam passes from the boiler into the upper pa1·t of the steam-cylinder, B ; and the communication bet-\veeŁ the lo,ver part of B and t4e top of A is also open. Before starting, steam being shut off from the engine, the great weight of the pump-rod, X, causes that end of the beam to preponde1·ate, the pistons standing, as shown, at the top of their 1·espective steam-cylinders. 
	-

	The engine being freed from all air by opening all the 
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	valves and permitting tbe steam to drive it through the engine and out of the condenser through the " snifting-valve," 0, the valves b and d are closed, and the cock: in the exhaust-pipe opened. 
	The steani beneath the piston of the large cylinder is immediately condensed, and the pressure on the upper side 
	" 
	· • F10. 87.-Hornblower's Compound Engine, 1181. 
	of that piston causes i� to descend, carrying that end of the beam ,vith it, and raising the opposite end ,vith the pumprods and their attachments. •At the same time, the stea1n from the lo,ve1,·end of the small high-pressure cylinder being let.into the upper end of the larger cylinder, the completionof tl1e stroke finds a cylinder full of steam trans£ er1·ed from the one to the other ,vith corresponding increase of volume and decrease of pressure. "\iVhile expanding and diminishing in pressure as it pass
	.
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	cylinder, this charge of steam gradually resists less and less 
	the pressure of the steam from the boiler on the upper side 
	of the piston of the small cylinder, B, and the net result is 
	the movement of the engine by pressures exerted on the 
	· 

	upper sides of both pistons and against pressures of less in
	tensity on the under sides of both. The pressures in the 
	lo,ver part of the small cylinder, in the upper part of the 
	large cylinder, and in the communicating passage, are evi
	dently all equal at any given time. 
	When the pistons have reached the bottoms of their 1·e-
	spective cylinders, the valves at the top of the small cylin--der, B, and at the bottom of the large cylinder, A, are closed, and the valves c and d are opened. Steam fron1 the boiler now enters beneath the piston of the small cylinder ? the steam in the larger cylinder is exhausted into the condenser, and the steam already in the small cylinder passes over into the large cylinder, following up the piston 
	as it rises. 
	Thus, at eacl1 stroke a sinall cylinder full of steam is 
	taken from the boiler, and the same weight, occupying the 
	volume of the larger cylinder, is exhausted into the con
	denser from the latter cylinder. 
	Ref erring to the method of operation of this engine, 
	Prof. Robison demonstrated that the effectnproduced ,vas 
	. 

	" . . . . . . . . .
	the same as tn Watt's s1ngle-cyl1nder eng1ne--a fact which 
	is comprehended in the la,v enunciated_ many_ years later by· 
	Rank,ine, that, " so far as the theoretical action of the steam 
	on the piston is concerned, it is immaterial ,vhether the 
	expansion takes place in one cylinder, or in t,vo or more 
	cylinders." It was found, in practice, that the Hornblower 
	engine was n:o more economical than the Watt eŁgine ; 
	and that erected at the Tin Croft Mine, Cornwall, in 1792, 
	did even less ,vork ,vith the same fuel than the Watt en
	-

	•
	g1nes. 
	Hornblo,ver was prosecuted by Boulton &Watt for 
	. 

	infringement. The suit was decided against him, and he 
	· 

	• 
	"Life of \V ntt," p. 512. 
	1 
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	was imprisoned in default. of payment of the royalty, and 
	fine demanded. He died a disappointed and impoverished 
	inan. The plan thus unsuccessfully introduced by Horn
	blower was subsequently modified and adopted by others 
	among the contemporaries of Watt ; and, with higheresteam 
	.

	and the use of the Watt condenser, the " compound" grad
	ually became a standard type of steam-engine. 
	Arthur Woolf, in 1804, re-introauced the HornbloŁe1· or 
	Falck engine, with its t,vo steam-cylinders; using steam of 
	higher tension. His first engine was built for a brewery in 
	London, and a considerable number were subsequently 
	made. Woolf expanded his steamfrom six to nine times, 
	· 

	. I
	and the pumping-engines built from his plans were said to 
	have raised about 40,000,000 pounds one foot high per bushel of coals, ,vhen the Watt engine ,vas 1·aising but little more than 30,000,000. In one case, a duty of 57,000,000 was claimed. 
	The most successful of those competitors of Watt who endeavo1·ed to devise a peculiar form of pumping·-engine, which should have the efficiency of that of Boulton & Watt, and the necessary advantage in first cost, were WILLIAM BuLL and RICHARD TREVITHICK. The accompanying illustration shows the design, which was then known af:! the "Bull Cornish Engine." 
	1 

	The steam-cylinder, a, is carried on wooden beams, b, 
	·extending aci·oss the engine-house directly over the pump-well. The piston-rod, c, is secured to the pun1p-rods,d d, the cylinder. being inve1'ted, and the pumps, e, in the shaft, f, are thus operated ,vithout the intervention of the beam invariably seen in Watt's engines. A connecting-rod, g, �ttached to the pump-rod and to the end of a balance-beam, Ii, opei•ates the latter, and is counterbalanced ·by a weight, i. The rod, j, serves both as a plug-rod and as an air-pump connecting-rod. A snifting-valve,
	· 
	. 
	· 

	J For an exceedingly interesting and very faithful account of their work, see "Life of Richard Trevithick,". by F. T1·evitbick, London, 18'72. 
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	when the eng!ne is blown through, and relieves the condenser and air-pum,p, l, of all air. The rod, m, operates a 
	• i F10. 88.-Bull's Pumping-Engine 1798. 
	solid air-pump piston, the valves of the pump being placed on eithŁr side at the base, instead of in the pump-bucket, as 
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	in Watt's engines. The condensing-water cistern was a 
	wooden tank, n. A jet "pipe-condenser," o, was used 
	· 

	... 
	instead of a jet condenser of the form adopted by other makers, and was supplied with ,vater through the cock, JJ. The plug-rod, q, as it rises and falls with the pump-rods and balance-beam, operates the " gear-handles," 11· 1·, and opens and closes the valves, s s, at the required points in 
	· 

	the stroke. The attendant works these valves by hand, in 
	> 

	starting, · from the floor, t. The operation of the engine is similar to that of a Watt engine. It is still in use, with a fe,v modifications and improvements, and is a very economical and durable machine. It has not been as generally adopted, however, as it ,vould probably have been had not the legal proscription of Watt's patents so seriously inter£ ered ,vith its introduction. Its simplicity and lightness are decided advantages, and its designerH are entitled to great credit for their boldness and inge
	Another of the contemporaries of James Watt was a clergyman, En,v ARD CART,vRIGHT, the distinguished inventor of the po,ver-loom, and of the first machin� ever used in 
	. combing wool, "Tho revived Watt's plan of surface-condensation in a some,vhat modified form. Watt had made a "pipe-condenser," similar in plan to those now often used, but had simply immersed it in a tank of ,vater, instead of in a constantly-flowing stream. Cartwright proposed to use two concentric cylinders or spheres, bet,veene. which the steam entered when exhausted from the cylinder of the en
	·
	-
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	gine, and was condensed by contact with the metal surfaces. Cold water within the smaller and surrounding the exterior vessel kept the 1netal cold, and absorbed the heat discharged by the condensing vapor.
	· 

	Cartwright's engine is best described in the PliilosoJJliical 1lfagazin,e of June, 1798, from ,vhich the accompanying sketch is copied. 
	Figure
	l<'IG. 89.-Cnrt\vright's Engine, 1798. 
	The object of the inventor is stated to have been to remedy the defects of the Watt engine-imperfect vacuum, friction, and complication. 
	In the figure, the steam-cylinder takes· steam through the pipe, B. . The piston, R, has a rod extending downward to the smaller pump-piston, G, and upwa1·d to the cross-head, ,vhich, in turn, drives the cranks above, by means of connecting-rods. The shafts thus turned are con
	-
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	nected by a pair of gears, JI[ L, of which one d1·ives a_ pinion on the shaft of the fly-,vheel. .D is the exhaustpipe leading to. the condenser, Jl'; and the pump, G, removes the air and ,vater of� condensation, forcing it into the hot-,vell,. I£, ,vhence it is returned to the boiler through the pipe, L A float in H adjusts an air-valve, so as to 
	keep a supply of air in the cha1nber, to serve as a cushion and to make an air-chamber of the reservoir, and permits the excess to escape. The large tank contains the water supplied ·for condensing the stean1. 
	·

	'l'he piston, R, is made of metal, and is packed with t,vo sets of cut metal rings, force·d out against the sides of the cylinder by steel springs, the 1·ings being cut at three points in the circumference, and kept in place by the springs. The arrangement of the two cranks, with their shafts and gears, is intended to supersede Watt's plan for securing a perfectly rectilinear movement of the head of the pistonrod, ,vithout friction. 
	In the accounts given ofethis en gin�, great stress is laid upon the supposed important advantage here offered, by the introduction .of-the surface-condenser, of permitting the employment of a ,vorking-fluid other than steam-as, for example, alcohol, which is too _evaluable to be lost. It was proposed to use the engine in connection with a still, and thus to effect great economy by making the fuel do double cluty. The only part of th� plan ,vhich proved both novel and valuable was the metallic packing and
	· 
	. 

	At this point, the history of the steam-engine becomes the story of its applications in several differentdirections, the most important of ,vhich are the raising of waterwhich had hitherto been its only application-the locomotive-engine, the driving of mill-machinery, and steam-navigation. 
	· 

	Here ,ve take leave of James Watt and of his contempo
	-
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	raries, of the f or1ner of whom a French author says : "The part which he played in the mechanical applications of the po,ver of steam can only be compared to that of Newton in astronomy and of Shake.speare in poetry." Since the time 
	1 

	of Watt,. improvements have·been made principally in mat
	. , ters of mereedetail, and in the extension of the range of application of the steam-engine. 
	· 
	2 

	·
	·
	• Bataille, "Traito des Machines a Vapeur," Paris, 184'7. 

	See "Stationary Engines for Electric Lighting,,New York, 1884, "Manual of Steam-Engines," New York, 1890, by the authorfor more formal discussion. 
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